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_Proteetloo Will be Gives to
Witoessee.
NEWSPAPERS fIRtMINING SIDRA
(By Perry Meioses.) •
Murray. . April 29. All the
—aniaan-eicles
ued until the August term of circuit
mere farmer++, merchants and the
public grperally have turned their at-
tentiiin to their usual rut-stems and
as the bogy wawa is now on erpecial-
ly with the farmers, Murray and Cal-
low:0 county. which have been in the
lanelieht, will again take their place
'among the quiet rural comniunitles
et wesern Kentucky Only one or
tyvo of the men imlieted as night rid-
ers hare not been or-meted and all
have given bonds. The purchases of
tebaceo made by the Reg's. buyers
king snits- been received and ship-
ped away and there Is/absolutely no
uocesion for any visitation of night
rider!. unlese It should be to wreak
Yengeance upon hedge Wells and
those who base been active in the pres
Intone; but so well have the author-
ities held tbe situation In hand that
nothing of that sue is expected.
Under the tryinc condi/fens of the
lest four weeks ahnost everi.citisen
of any standing has been faired to
come out and *al he stood either with
Judge wet!' for the .suprentsey of lbw
Isw or in syntoathe with the eswesee
nem. and it 1. believed that a larger
majority of the good eitimeethip are
on tto, right side. though there h. an
eterneet led by a local paper. who
patently ate making an effort to place
e‘erY tibaUt,:le poswiliit in the way of
offondera being suereesfuily prow
Pouted. and poem bent on keeping
alive the fowling that has been reisPonai
elteeer Distil rider outrages.
(Comet ued on Page gyres-)
(fen. 6S; oats. 53.
%heeler Accepts.
Washington, April ltie—e-William R.
Whey.. r. of California. member of
the immigiation commission, has ac- REJECTED SUITOR REPLEYINS PRESENTS
tepted the assistant secrethryship of
the hureau of ronnherce and labor.
TEN CENTS PER WEEK
Another Suit Will be Instituted
Against Caldwell County People
by Hollo wells in Federal Court.
It is Said Price Hollowell. Son 1 CHINN NOT FIT FOR
ot Plaintiff4, Will Ask For
Damages—Another Deiced- WARDEN OF PEN
ant is Discovered. BY TEMPERAMENT
A third Suit will be brought arainst
the alleged night riders of Caldwela
county in the federal court here, It is
said. This snit will be for Prix* Hol-
low:ell, the little son of Robert and
Mary Hollowell, whoice eases; against
their former neighbors near IA11119900,
will be tried .again May II. It Is also
rumored tbm. another person will be
joined as defendwee__.-------
e p Mastiffs' gulsixesnaee witnesses
Is replying to charges of ex-
Warden George China, of the Frank-
fort penitentiary. the Kentucky
prison cionnessioners nutke.a sweep
Mg denial of cruelty to the Inmates.
They say Chinn was not able to pre-
serve discipline and was not fitted by
bold fhe place.






marshal, will begin serving them this
week. It is believed more witnesees
Man before will be produced on both
*idea.
Persistene reports that a compro-
mise Is desired have been corning
from the east tilde of the Tennessee
-ever. Mr. John (1. Miller. Sr., has
returned from Caldwell county.
I lie was greatly surprised to learnof the rumors of compromise in the
Hollowell suit, and could not tell how
It started. He sa'd a party who elaim-
04 to have no authority to act for the
defendants approached him in Cald-
well (enmit)', stating he would like to
settle the case. but Mr. Miller said to
the Party: "If you are speaking 
for
Yourself, it Is useless for you are not
able financlally to pay what would be.
detnetuded." .
I Neither the defendants In personI
-nor their attorneys have said any-
thing to the plaintiffs' attorney.'
FUNSTON'S ORDERS
Sag terpnelsee, April 39.—General
frunaton has been ordered to take
command of the army school at Fort
Leavenworth ta August.
Grain Market.
tie. I. oils, April 29-- Wheat $1 1-1,1:
DECLINED
REPUBLICANS OF I Little Jessie Sanders' Neck Was
SECOND DISTRICT Broken When Barn Door Fell
IN SESSION TODAY
District Contest Will All be
over is Another Week Be-
fore State Convention.
Choate Announces Himself as
Favoring Taft.
NEW JERSEY At/AINST BRYAN
Henderson. Ky., April 29.—(Spe-
--rett1eat1ons—nee --tffIlt —Isere
banks men wet barely have enough
votes to organize the convention this
afternoon.
The county delegations to the Sec-
ond district convent ion stand four for
Taft and four for Fairbanks, while
Fairbanks has the largest number of







Feirbanka, and for Scott, a Taft man,
fer chairnian. if Scott wins he will
rteognize the Taft delegates and give
The antiquated system of accord:ng 
i Taft the mai°31ty.
If the four Taft and four Fairbanks
class honors in vogue in the- Paducah ° member+. of. the sommittee on creden-
4E1:1011 DC12001 resulted, as SUM things
usually do, in bitter feeling this year.
and the situation took a sensatioual
turn, when Miss Eleanor Hock, third which might give the Taft people a
honor MPH. and one of the brilth't'eat chance to organize the convention.
members of the class, was taken from
school, and her father, John Hock, of
1220 South Seventh street announced
that she will not be permitted to grad-
1..i.te with the class or accept the
honor.
He complains that commencing last
year a certain teacher prevented he"
reeving the 4•111S:4 honors. and that
Mho Hock IrliS conditioned lir
languages. She made up her German
and came within a fraction of a per-
cent of winning out. Complaint of
her allagod treatment was made to
rofeastor Lieb last year.
The honors are conferred, accord-
ing to the grades wade, and that rests
with the teachers in the departments.
Mtg. Hock said she might appeal if
she thought site could accomplish any-
thing.
Sailors Get Eves.
Santa Barbara. April 29.—Sailqra
k d the restaurant 
—
-
late last night %tree •
and saloon of John Renich. who has
eet it charging sailors 75 cents for a
!N AO. of beer and 25 cents for a
sandwich. Two sailors were arrested
and *rut to ships..
MISS nws MATCU
I.nrtdon. April 29.—Jean. daugh-
ter of Ambassador Reid. Is reported
on good authority to be engaged to
lion John Wird. eepterre.to the king




Paducah retail grocers have been
made beneficiaries of the telephone
war at Murray, the action of the Mar.
ray grocers in discontinuing tbe ser-
Vier of the Cnmberland telephone
ranging the telephone company to re
(allele not only by giving Its sub-
scribers free service to Paducah. but
by offering to have the purchases
transported to Murray by express sad
delivered at the doors of their patrons
free of charge.
The trouble in telephone circles it
Murray began when the Cumberland
rttempted to secure coigtrols of the
P:anters' Telephone company, the
lines of white Cover the entire east-
ern portion of the county. The Plant-
ers bad been connected with the Mur-
ray Home Telephone company. A ma-
jority of the Stockholders of the
Planters company objected to the
change and after a fight In this-courts
a boycott was started by Murray mer-
ehasts against the old telepboae ems.
pony aid all 'orrice with It discos-
tinned.
After ea attempt to buy out or
establish a grocery In Murray was
made, the Cumberland company 1a-
angurated the plan of turning trade
to Paducah business houses and the
opportunity t$ get groceries from this
city has been seised upon eagerly by
a number of lAttrrav eftliens who still
be Cunitiei and telephone
Memphis Social Circles Stirred
over Snit Involving Indirect-
ly Young Man Known Here.
Memphis is stirred over a replevin
suit, involving the heart of a discon-
solate...Jure-v. The young woman in
the case is mw Mrs. A. W. Ketchum.
formerly. Miss Mary Wand Pepper.
who last night married the son of
Mrs. .F. U. McOlathery. of this city,
The News-ftelmitar aloe
"William K. °Brett, din attorney,
has been awarded a Judgmelat for JeW-
eiry worth $507.25. said to be in the
hands of John R. Pepper, Mrs. John
Pepper and Miss Mary Bland Pepper.
"The judgment was awarded him
r Justice W. T. Bond, on a suit for
a welt of replevin Mr. Caveat alleging
he property SA6114'14 by the Peppers
and that they refused to return it to
him on his &mead.
"Announcement of the met furn-
ished Memphis with one of the biggest
onsealone in years.
—Mr Cavett Is well known as a law-
yer, and John R. Pepper is one 01
Memphis' wealthiest and foremost
buelness men. Miss Pepper has been
mominent in society and wed Adrian
Walton Ketahum, another youhg law-
yer, at the First Methodist church last
evening.
"10r. Cavett is said to have paid a
good deal of attention to Miss Pepper
prior..to the announcement of her en-
gngement to Mr. Ketchum, and claims
the jewelry he is seeking Jo recover
by mewls of replevin was give% to her
In the course of his courtship.
"Me. Cavett, obtained the Judgment
by default in Justice Bond's court.
"At the time the case was beard
before Juirtlee Rona, Mr. Clivett
seated a list of jewelry he claimed to
have given Mies Pepper. It was Item-
ized.
"Mr. Cavett also sued for the recov-
ery of bis last will and testament of
JIM* 9, 1904, in which he leaves her
'all of his estate, real anti perwotal "
The plaintiff enumerated the gifts
MMus What was returned In good or-
der sad what was not He Includes
his vitt In the Het. lie concludes with:
"One real Wee bendkerchief (Se-
lected by 'Miss Pepper and bought Of
Lowensteltil a12
-One Japan".-. IIk )(Inman (aelect.
AND INCLUDES HIS WILL BUT NOT HEART
ed by Mies Pepper and bought of JaP-
abese, apposite thayoso hotel I, $15.04.
"One large silk handkerchief
(bought at King Edward hotel, Can-
ada and which was, in a playful man-
ner. taken from me by Miss Pepper a
few days prior to announcement of
her engagement), $1.60.
"(Tbs. last three articles are said
by Miss Pepper, is her letter to Me,
to have been burned by her, and the
aches of which were encloired in a trot-
ter aocoMpanying the package sent by
Mr. Pepper, be( the analysis of ashes
/Mow this to be untrue.."
Mr. Pepper said:
"inn—Mr. W. 0. Cavset. attor-
ney, has been visiting my home and
netviving its' hoepitalities for several
)'ars. During these visits he made
certain prevent% to my daughter, over
Ike positive protests of my wife and
myself, some of which were clandes-
tinely made by sending them by mall,
express and otherwise. without any
milli being given at all, and same
were never identliled nor elaiineff
him twit after my daughter's engage-
meat was announced. •
"One of the most valuable stele-lea
tnentioned In his list was hung on the
dcor knob one night..
"Every Item mentioned In the list
given was returned to him almost im-
medlariely--except three, two of which
be was paid the Money for on deliv-
ery, all If was purely a matter of kind-
ass on his part in conveying theltn
from a Japanese auction house to iinY
residence. and these articles were
never thought of as presents.
"Tito third was an artiele which
was eachstsped several yeas* ago, and
on which several dollars were paid ty.
my daughter, and it ii not considemd
his property.
"CeP8stafitinent that my daughter
DeMected various articles for him to
porabaso for her Is absolutely false."
at. Pepper is • prominent Metho-
dist and father of the layrneu's move-
meet of welch tvw-stra• re-elected pres-
ident at Chattanooga recently,
PORTUGUESE RING•
Paris. April 29 --King Manuel
opened parliament at 1.1a6on today.
The censorship Is so strict nq news
la received. However, If there had
been startling inetnents it is assumed
there won Li have been a laek.
tit Is cannot agree, the question of
seating the Christian county delegates
will go to the cteyention, and the
Cbrhelan county Men cannot vote.
It was called to order at 2 o'clock;
• District Fights.
Louisville, April 29.—It was an-
flounced authoritatively that two dis-
trict conventions will be held here
May 5. one organized by the Taft
forces and the other by the Fairbanks
foliowing A similar proceeding will
be folloi-ed in the tongressional nom-
ination fight. The next struggle in
the eventful Taft and Fairbanks fight
for Kentucky delegates will be the
idistr!ct eonvestioas; the dates and
i places of which are as follows: Sec-
ond district. Henderson, today: Third
district, Bowling Green, May 5:
Fourth district, Elizabethtown, May
5! Fifth ,district. LouisVile, May 5;
Sixth district, Covington. May'5; Sev-
enth district, Frankfort. May 6:
Eighth district, Danville. May 6;
Ninth district, Grayson. May 5; Elev-
enth district. London, May 5:
Reyna Lopes New Jersey.
Trenton, N. J., April 29.—The
Democratic state convention to elect
delegates to the national convention
at Denver selected a delegation unin-
structed except as to voting under the
unit rule. 'The resolution to Instruct
In favor of Bryan was voted down.
The delegates at large chosen are:
,Senator John HInchliffe. of Passaic:
frank S. Katzenbach, Jr.. of Mercer:
James Smith. Jr, of Essex; Howard
Carrow. of Camden.
Choate Lines Cp for Taft.
.New York, April 29.—Joseph H.
Choate, former ambassador to Great
Britain, announced his Acceptance of
the vice-presidency of the Taft or-
ganization of the state of New York.
In a letter in which the announce-
ment was made Mr. Choate says be
regards the nominatiou and election
of Mr. Taft as of the utmost public
importance. He states that he speaks
for himself only.
Johnson's Ovation.
Detroit, April 29.—Governor John-
son, Of Minnesota. retelved an ova
tion here today on his first visit, It
Is thought- his hilt will cause Michi-
gan Democrats to send an uninstruct-
ed delegation on to Denver.
All for .111mx.
Harrisburg. April 29—Without a
single contesting delegation the Re-
publican state convention met today
to elect delegates to the nat.onal con-
vention. Knox will be Indorsed for
president.
The platform calls for tariff modi-
fication to meet the demands of the
time, In such a manner SP will sub-
serve the best Interests of the people.
A resolution calling on the legislature
to enact local option leers was de-
feated In the committee.
Not for Bryan.
New Haven. Conn., April 29.—
The resolutions committee of the
Democratic state convention today
tabled resolutions Indorsing Bryan
and Instructing the delegation for
him. It ahro 'tabled the subsetete
which indorsed the Nebraskan and
his polities
Wee( Virginia in eine.
Parkersburg. W Va.. April 29
The Republican convention pledged
the state delegation today to Taft.
at Her Home Near Grand Rivers.
Peculiar Accident, Which Re-
sulted in Death of Child
While Playing—Case of Mur-
der in Crittenden County.
ihnithland, Ky.. April 29. (Special)
children were playing around
the barn on the farm of John Sanders.
near Grand Rivers, Jessie Sanders,
Ave years old, stuck her head through
a hole in a barn door which was lean-
ing against the barn, and _toppled it
over, sustaining a broken heck, alien





It is now believed certain that
James Sullenger, of Crittenden coun-
ty, whose body was found in an old
well near a school house, was mur-
dered. His head was beaten in. There
%MS a report out that an arrest had
ben made, but it proved unfounded.
TEXAS WEATHER
Dallas, Texas, April 29—The
temperature was 40 today, a drop of
40 degrees during the night. Rain Is
falling and freezing is feared tonight.
Rudolph Infant.
Mr. and Mrs. Eva Rudolph, of
Sharp. Ky.. lost their one-day-old In-
fant girl yesterday afternolin. The
funeral was held at 12 o'clock today
at the residence. ,The burial- was in





Suit was filed in circuit court this
afternoon by the Globe Bank and
Trust company against James E. Wil-
helm and his children and also
against James E Wilhelm. as admin-
istrator of the estate of Mrs. Ella B.
Wilhelm, the Citizens' savings bapk 
trustee for W. J. Slayden. F. G. Ru-
dolph and John K. Hendrick. and
Cecil Reed, assignees of the Register
Newspaper company, the purpose of
the action being to collect a judgment
of $5.611.35 rendered In favor of the
bank Monde:' The plaintiff seeks to
have the property owned by Mrs. Ella
B. Wilhelm and inherited from Mrs.
M. E. Beadles, both of whom were en-
dorsers of the notes on which judg-
ment was rendered, made subject to
.execution by reason of the claim that
Ithe indebtedness was incurred before
Mrs. Wilhelm came into possession of
the property and to bold the life in-
terest of James E. Wilhelm liable for
i(he debts for the same reason. W. J.
iglayden. of New York. who, it Is al-
leged, has a mortgage for $10,000
against the Craig hotel property,
which Is Involved, and F. G. Ruilolpb
and John K. Hendrick, who aze.allso
alleged to hdld mortgages against
other property owned by the estate.
are made parties to the suit that they
may come into court and set up
claims. _Finally it is asked that
enough of the property be sold to
satisfy the judgment of $5.611.35.
Washington, April 29.—Secretary
resoluton, ordered that supplies be is-to house FINED FOR USINGof War Taft. responding
sued on the report of Major Devol.
The rettet Work' Will btir-PWete-tefeetie
who has gone to Hattietpurg, Miss. WATER BY BUCKET -
hands of commanding officers of the
department of the gulf.
Roosevelt received a telegram from
Governor Noel, of Mississippi, and of
the Hattiesburg .relief committee,
thanking him for his prompt relief
measures. Noel said 5.5 are dead at





Detectives are still working OD the
robbery of the Bandaoa bank, which
occurred host Thursday night. The
situths are silent on the robbery end ing the fine from
 $2
Chief Collins has nothing to say. Po- first conviction 
came
lice Judge Cross this morning said
than John Bulger, who was &wrested
Saturday afternoon on a charge of a
common gambler, has failed to give
tend and he is in jail on that charge.
Judge Cross refused to say anything
eiee about another warrant being
sworn out 111.11nst Bulger Hie trial
lb set for tomorrow morning in police
court. Bulger is confined in his cell.
and City Jailer Brown has instruction,
from Chief Collins not to permit any-
one to see him without permission
from the police depare9ent. Citizens
of Bandana are greatly Interested in
the case, It is said that a man in the
neighborhood of Bandage may be ar-
rested for the robbery. The detec-




Idsnwerw this afterwatsa; eitecling
Mr C G secretary of. the inalidel• ThInnlitiff fair
, cow
school hoard. became this morning ituttPd tool; PAW 
groat taillight-
Ailfl had to lee'taloss Ms Ws MOWWiest 
teengeirealete yeabiffilag,




—Brookport Is ail agog over her new
water works system, and yesterday
morning John Whitehouse was dined
for carrying a bucket of water from
the public hydrant. When the sys-
tem was installed oge main only was
laid, and citizens living off the mate
street have to run private pipes in
order to secure the water. This
caused the first dlisatisfaction, but, a
public hydrant was established near
the center of the town. Anyone may
drink as much of the water as his
thirst requires, but let him carry a
bucket of water away from the
hydrant and the city marshal secures
a warrant. The city council pugged
the ordinance several weeks ago fin
to $5, but the
yesterday, and
many citizens are up in arms.
The doctors have declared the
water fa private wells was unfit for
use and a doctor advised Whitehouse
to get a bucket of water from the
public hydrant for a patient, but the
city judge assessed a fine for the
violation of the ordinance. Some of
the citizens threaten to carry it to a
higher court.
0_
Abdul Axis Defeats Head.
Tangier, April 29.—Sultan Abdul
Axis's forces defeated an arniy under
Mulal Hall& the pretender to the
throne. Hafid was numbing on to
Fez at the time.
Jamie" From Housetop.
Pam III., April 29.—Clinton
Howard, a wealthy resident, attempt-
ed to commit suicide today by jumps
lug forty feet from the cupola of his




Frankfort, KY., April 29. ISPecial./
Warrant* are out, for 12 men em-
at Center FurnaCe. Trigg coun-
t', charged with banding together to
drive negroee away. General Williams
lind I G soldiers are camped near the
place. The names are not yet known.
Cadiz., Ky.. April 29.—(Special.)
_The arteriff this morning brought Id
eight of the meo. They are James
Aldrich, Jack Aldrich. Jim Houston.
JIM Bruce, Mose Etheridge. Wick





Harried Out of Town Yester:
day Morning and Circum-
stances Connect Him.
Stranee Man Lurked' Around
Building.
ITAN; leiNkESSES TO - POLICE
Brcullcir!......Auril  21......4.9pealaLa—
A1tic—e the robbery of the safe in the
postoMee early yesterday morning the
citizens suspect a local young man of
having a hand in Abe safe blowing.
The leader is believed to have been
a young stranger, who dropped Into
the postoffice late Tuesday afternoon
and put based a postal card. He re-
mained in the <Mike nearly an hour
writing. He came in mysteriously,
and as mysteriously was gone the
next morning. He did not introduce
himself to anyone. The Efrookport
man left early yesterday morning ay
railroad, and the city marshat follow-
ed his teal! to Metropolis. Detectives
from Washington are expected to ar-
rive this afternoon and until their ap-
pearance nothing sensational is
promised.
The loss amounts to $395. Besides
the $2/0 in cash, $200 was taken in
!stamps, and $175 worth, of book"
stamps are miming. Nothing has ex-
cited the citizens of Brookport more
for years, and it is the sole topic of
f.d.scusaion. Mrs. George Hush, thepostmistress, took notice of thestranger and a close description ofthe streamer will be given. The disap-
pearance of the Brockport man wilt
be investigated and an effort will be
made-to locate the missing papers
Some say the robbers were the same
gang that cleaned out the Bandana
Li.nk, and also Pickney‘ille, Ill., but
the officers ars silent on that point.
Cairo Yegg Confemes.
St. 1.0111s, Mo..' April 29 --By the
confession of Walter Christopher, in
jail at Jackson. Mo., the most com-
plete and valuable evidence obtained
in recent yeats by the government au-
thorities concerning the operations ot
an organized gang of yeggmen who
for yefies have pillaged postollicasi and
banks 'fp a dozen states la in the pee-
session of the postale* inspectors
and the United States dlatrkt attor-
ney's office at St. Louis. Christopher
has been,,an "organiser" thr the gang,
the names given the man who arta
as an advatose agent, picking out the
"jobs" and laying the plans for the •
execution of the robberies. When ar-
rested at Cape Girardeau. Mo., a few
days ago for a minor offense, he was
going under the alias of Albert Jones.
He is 32 years old, and his nominal
home is at Cairo, 111., where he has a
wife.
In his confession, which occupied
four hours in the telling at Jackson,
Sunday afternoon. with Postoffice In-
spector C. L. Patterson andsCharles
H. Daues, assistant d'strict attorney
at St. Louis, as auditors and examt.
new Christopher is said to have
given a detailed stor) of his entire
criminal career and an Intimate ac-
count of the methods and personnels
of the gang with ahich he tots‘been
associated, which has numbered from




Tobacco plants are MOTO Plentiful
and farther advanced considering the
season than at any time to the history
of the "black patch." and prepare--
dons are being made for the biggest
crop of tobacco ever raised, pcc)rtitng
to reports of farmers from all sec-
tions who were at Murray Monday
and almost every section was repre-
sented. It Is said that many of the
plants av now ready to be treas.
planted and the farmers are prepan-
Mg their tobacco land before fallow-
ing their land for corn. which Is al-
most an unheard of thing.
Those who understand the etas-
don know that the qesetIou of plants
Is most important to the tobacct
grower and although his crop la
danger of disaster front the dine It is
planted until the crop Is Roamed and 4
sold It is usually conceded that when
plants are plentiful early In the sea-
son a bt crop MIN be expected.
go far hut 1..,a cases of plant bog
relaPing have been reported




At 80 years of !se Mr. John Van Luvanee,
Moline, III., was restored to -health and vigir by
taking Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey as prescribed
by his doctor.
Mr. Van Luvanee says he feels as young as he
did 40 years ago, and is so delighted with the ben-
efits received from the use of Duffy's Pure Malt
Whiskey, that he recommends it to old and young.
-I am over 80 years of age and I
have had to wotk bald ever since
I was old enough to do anything. I
was generally rugged and healthy up
to about three years ago, then
began to feel that I was getting old.
I could not go up or (fossil stairs
without having to bold on to some-
thing. About a year ago I was out
riding on an ciiicn wagon, the
weather was chilly, I caught a bad
cold and fever followed. I had to
send for a doctor. 1 got over the
fever, but I was still sick. .Lbad no
appetite. 1 v.its weak and had no
flesh on my hones. The doctor told
me to get Duffy's Pure Malt Wins-
Mt. /011N VAN UJV AM. key, take it as directed, and I did o.
I was sdon better, my appetite returned and I felt as well a3 1 did 40
yews Igo. I must say that Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey has been a
great benefit to me, and has prolonged my life. I feel as well and can
get around, I think, as smartly as the majority of men can at 45 years of
age. I am very sure that it all came by using Duffy's Pure Malt Whis-
key and I advise every person, both old and young, especUdly the old,
who have not very good health to take Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey as
directed, and be temperate in all things. What I have said of Duffy's
Pure Malt Whiskey is my personal experience; it is by uNit,g it that I
know it is a good medicine and I cannot help s;:eakin*of the good it
has done me."—JOHN VAN LUVANEF, Moline, Pl., Nov. 5, 1907.
DU 's Pure Malt Whiskey
is an absolutely pure distillation of malted grain; great care being used to
hive every kernel thoroughly malted, thus destroying the germ and prar
ducing a predigested liquid food in the form of a malt essence, ss hich is
the most effective, tonic stimulant and invigorator known tabscience; soft-
ened by warmth and moisture its palatability and freedom from injurious
substances render it so that it can be retained by the most sensitive stomach.
If you wish to keep young, strong and vigorous and have on your
cheeks the glowof perfect health, take Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey regu-
JAY, *wording to directions. It tones and strengthens the heart action
and purifies the entire system. It is recognized as a family medicine.
CAU11011.—When you ask your druggist, grocer or dealer for Duffy's Pure
111111 Whiskey k suje yea get Use genuine. It's the only absolutely ore medicinal
malt whiskey and is said in meta bottles only—never In bulk. Look tor the trade-
mark, the "Old ChemLst," on the label, make sure the seal over the cork Is
-unbroken and that our guarantee Is on every bottle. Price $1.00. Write Dr. R.
Cerra', CsassIting Physician, for a free Illustrated medical booklet and free advice.
Duffy Malt Whiskey Co., Rochester, N. Y.
MRS.IIINNIE BAKERili—
laral weeka' illness of abscess of the
Mrs. Baker was 39 yeait old
•
and leaves one sen. Alva- Baker. and
two daughters, Eula and Ruth Baker.
• Mrs. Baker came from a prominent
Illinois family and was highly re-
isPncied in her home town. The bodywag taken to Brownfield, III., fur
burial. leaving Paducah on the 11:45
train today.
•••••••••••mm......
4, DIES AT RIVERSIDR
OF' ABBLVSS
•
must pass usually is so full of suffering,
danger and fear that she looks forward
to the critical hour with apprehension
and dread. Matber's Friend. by its pene-
trating and soothing properties, allays nausea, nervousness, and
all unpleasant feelings, and so Prepares the system for Um
ordeal that she passes through
the event safely and with -but
little suffering, as numbers have
testified and said, "it is worth
Its weight in gold." $1.00 per
bottle of druggists. Book containing
valuable information mailed free.
OR4INTEL11 REGULATOR CO, Atlases, Ga.
SICKROOM AIDS
of every description can be had at
this pharmacy 'at reasonable prices.
Something like hot water bags, foun•
wan syringes. etc., you should have it.
the house at all tames. Come and buy
them here and you'll be assured of
first-class quality as well as economy
in cost. This applies to special tick
room needs as well as to articles of
every-dav use.
S. II. WINSTEAD, Druggist
Seventh and Broadway. '
Phones 756
POINTS DAY
WILL Ille tithsERAIKD AT W.
14.1.1,0W *WOOL FlUDAY.
Excellent Program, Exhibition of
Work and Teo Addirrews Are
to Be Gives.
Parents' day will be oteserved Ptrl-
day at the Longfellow suhool, and a
splendid progrAM of recitations and
*ones has been prepared by the teacei-
err of the bul:diug. All of the rooms
have been decorated with flags and
the are work of the pupils. At 1:3ii
o•ciock the pupils of Miss Ella Larkin
and Miss Jennie Sloan wil begin the
program. and later 'nee afternoon
Charles K. Wheeler an Superintend-
ent J. A. Cnruagey will make short
addremes on the progress of education
This is the first public entertainmueitt
given in the new building, and all
fliends of the school are Invited. The
trustees have been ortended an es-
pecial invitation to be present and ex-
amine the work of the children, which
will be on exhibition. The program
will be given on May Day, and the
pupils have taken much interest Iii
the preparation of the program.
The program will be:
long—"Once I Got Into n Little









Gypsy chorus—Six girls and six
boos.
Recitation—Emma Hazzard.
mer Boys" — Sixteen
boys,
Song—"1 know Three Little SIS-








So n g —"School " — What Robin









Wistaria Cannes Loss of Appetite.
The Old Standard GROVE'S TASTE-
LESS CHILL TONIC, drives out ma-
laria and builds up the system. For
grown people and Children 50e.
BASEBALL NEWS
200,000 PLANTS
The largest assortment of roses and
plants in the city, also 25,000 plants at
less than 3 cents. 175,000 other plants




IVO! Known Illinois Woman Leaves
Family of Several Children—
. Body Takes 
Home.
Mrs. Minnie D. Baker, of Temple
Bill, III., died at Riverside hospital
last night at 12 o'clock after a soy-
Married at Cairo.
Tom Gary and Lizzie Reeves, both
of La Center. Ky., and Baldie Jones
and Mattie Freeman, both of 
Wickliffe, Ky.. were married at Cairo, 111.
No man can stay strong by holding
down a soft snap.




P. W. L. Pet
Chicago  9 7 77s
Mw York 12 • 7 5 ss,-;
Pittsburg  9 5 4 5541
Piiil*tidphla 12 0 6 58.1
ineinwati • .... 11 6 47.
Brooklyn 12 5 7 417
Itoution 12. 5 7 417
ST . I,ouis  11 4 7 3C1
At Philadelphia.
Philadelph,a, April 29.— Withe:rn
was batted hard.
The score: R H
Bsooklya  1 7 .•
Ph i lade/ph ia 
Battelle-a — Wilhelm and Bergen.
Sparks and Dotsin.
At Chicago.
Chicago, April '..!E —Chicago-Pitts-
burg game postponed on account of
cold weather.
At Swann.
Boston, April 29.- Dorncr was pill
out of the With*. ila the 101.V.Ilth Oil ac-





New York  3 2 1
Batteries---Dorner. Lindens ail and
Bowerman; Taylor, MaLarkey, WW1.-
and Bresnahan.
At (*missal'.
Cincinnat:Apuril 29 - Game post
lamed MI account of cold weather.
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Standing.
P. W. L. Pet.
Cleveland  11 5 3 727
New York 4 667
St Louis 13 8
Boston 1-3 6 7
Chicago 13 C 7 452
Philadelphia .   13 6 7 461:
Detroit  It 4 7 364
Washington 1.2 4 8 33,1
At Cleveland 
The score: R H E
Cleveland  . 31 15 2
Detroit  5 7
Beiterlee--Clarkeon. J. and Bem-
is; Killian, Mullin and Thomas.
At Philadelphia.
The score: R H E
Philadelphia • 6 2• 
Wash Wigton  11 1
Batteries - Plank, Powers and tar
ter; 1.1. Smith and Street.
At New York.
The score;




• Woman's Good Looks
depend, of course, very largely upon her health. If
your health is bad; if you are weak, sick, miserable,
and suffer from pain or other symptoms of womanly
-ailments, your face and general appearance will
quickly show it, and nothing you can do will bring
back your good looks, until you cure your female
troubles.
The best advice to give you, for such a-condition,
is to,"take Cardui."
This is the well-known woman's remedy, , of
which you have SO often heard.
It is the medicine for you to try. whether you
have just fallen sick or whether you
have been long sick, and are hope-
less of relief.
Cardui has succeeded so often,
that you may safely expect it to bene-
fit you.
Mrs. h Averf, of Moark, Ark.,
suffered with womanly
troubles fo , wo years, and fiothing
would help The until I took Cardui. 1611" AV'
Mork estNow I am well." Try it.
TM BOOK =tr."="....%%241:ww.bi'rgifitin.%=?::




E will give a pair of w
the first young lady
telling us "confidentially"
Now let's see who is next.
32-1.8 ROADWAY.
,
.edding slippers free to
calling at your store and







Batton:a Newlon'and Kleitiow •






and Siann'er• !Smith ntei Sullfyantffift





It's difficult for a






No woman can be beekr
shod than she who wears
La Prance shoes.
Money canaot buy more ele-
gance. distinctiveness or cantors
Every particle of material
used In these shoes is the beat for
the purpose - and the meet care-
fully sieleetmL
Every detail Girths manufac-
ture in wretched with Malone rare,
and every par of La Prance Meese
ineet• thimuat esestthe require
nsento at. wend:the/ad woman.
They are nun* than beautiful -
they are comfortable
The durability sad eatiefoc.
lion nfforded by these shoes
innke them the meth setractly•
we have ever ottered.
H.11111OUR14 DEPART.




Ms 71011. I ii.. April 29.-,Thrce men
were killed by an explosion in the
Egypt' Powder mills, Ave miles front
.141.- and roronderable prooerty was
Ilattiageml The dead: John C. lax-
:.in - Mut-inlet Is, Stephen
l'pchurch.
The shock of the exp.osion
easy hiwindows hire and skseh
iii. thugs Creal Springs also felt It.
shock severely.
1NDIGINTION.
With its companions, heart burn,
flatulence thrpidity of the liver, con-
stipation palpitation of the heart.
Poor blood. headache and Other nerv-
ous symptoms, sallow skin, foul
tongue, offensive breath and a legion
of other &Unseats, is at owe the most
web-pre:Id and dostrucolve malady
among the American people. The
ii• rhino treatment will care all these
,:roubles 58e bottle. Sold by J. 11,
10•411schlaeger, Lang Bros. C. 0. Rip-
1,y,
"Waiter, I'm surprised. You don't
knots how to do things at all: and a
I..% restaurant, tool.•"Pariten.
rit'siett; "Just wait till you see the
Journal Amusant
IMPORTANT DECISION
Case of much interest IA MI tried hut
Tuesday before Judge Emery, where
(Image Fir-kiln, of this city, was
charged w :Si selling intoxtratina
equors, and the es:Jemee showed be
sold Dr. rizs, Crento and Vivo. pre-
pared by A. M. Laevison & Co, and
lie proof all went to show these bev-
erages were non-intoxieating. and the
',see was dismissed, as no violation of
'he Ian could be proven.
The decision of the tenet will act
favorably with the sale of Dr. nu.
and-sold by A. K. 1.aevIsson, &P! of







We batriS just opened
a perfectly appointed
private Dining Room




WEDDING, BIRTHDAY, ANNIVERSARY GIFTS
LI L. Wolff erP
327 BROADWAY  1 PADUCAH. KY.Jewelers
STERLING SILVER, CHINA, CUT GLASS
Appropriate Gifts for All Occasions.
CLIP YOUR ORSES
:They look better, feel better and work better.- Clipped horses are easier
te groom and suu are not annoyed by bora hairs when .16%ituf. We
base an electric machine atel an expert operator and will" els, you as
gisel work as can be done, at, the regular pile..
THE TULLY LIVERY CO.
(Inewrporete#1.1
Fourth and Kentucky Avenu•.
FOR SALE
Lumber, iron, all sal#Age of former Harry
Andqirson stable. Purchaser to remove debris
at once. Phone or call on
ED b. HANNAN
Plumber





IT DRAWS to itself the
small °Winn which you fair
• wetly scattered. it starts a
growing hank account and
creates a fund which will ii-
nally make you independent
Mate thalsrleat Deposit
























(9 .11-1)DUCA. IL K°
SPECIAL COLLECTION OF WASH SUITS
Attractive Sale of Ladies' Skirts
Linen Suits, embroidered or plain, trimmed or untrimmed, arc taking first
• place this season for many uses. We are now ready to show the most satisfac-
tory aescgtment we have ever placed on sale and the prices are r'emarkably low, con-
sidering the quality. You can get well made, perfect fitting suits of German Linen,
in white or colors .. $4.95 to $1 o.00
Pure Linen Suits, handsomely made, at 45 1 0.00 to $25.00
New styles and cuts.
Skirts Thursday we place on sale the largest assortment and best selected line ofMan-Tailored Skirts we ever gathered at one time. Many new cloths
and styles will be shown, such as Wool Tussaer, Wool Taffetas, Chiffon
Cloths, Tamise and Novelty WeaVes, in browns, tans, blues, Copenhagen and
such desirable shades. Many new style trimmings, all specially priced
at from....._  *4.4)&40
Don't miss this opportunity to get a skirt.
More and Better Rugs to Select From
At Less Money Than Ever Before
Our showing of room-size and
small rugs this season eclipses
I. 
all former efforts, Our pat-
terns are exclusive, our quali-
ties are the best and our prices
are always night. We have just
received a large supply pf rug,
and while the as-
is good and prices
st you Will take ad-
this sale and sup-
I with what's wanted
All sizes and styles
rices.




















  oits. In the after-
. Princeton. Sergeant
I. of t he Paducah re.
an. win open a branch
ItloIl mported Hoslead a tSerPgaerainat
,endld record for April in
Spec.ial Value The recruits: Infantry,
.Anplon. of Paducah; Rufus
• -
arty. of Pembroke: Chart.
ris, of Metronolis, Emmett
During Pthis sale I.f aducah. Stacoast artIll
ome INtin. of Simpson. C
splendid values luso,. 1... of metropolis.
II/411 Bain. of NtcNolt. III.
both f men :eft for .leffenron harr
1., to receive pre'irninar) tills
While In the all. raptalr be
laid that the cara,r) was 0PeOld.
o recruits Wet of the recri
been plaeed in the infanirlizie eau be 04
the re.ult of the flalic
large efilep tie Infantry is OC line, Whi
•nd now the emir) is neradec can be
choice of recruits Most
4ecured from cities
(*into. but practical
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 moves -in all stel11111F4.- 411IVEN .T'I', blues, pinks, whiteINterigAD1*'
Attorney It (; ton length, splendid gefor W Punt). a
..state of W. I)
.oda) reeet%ed. a
ftom the Home
puny of New Y
held In the c.o?
Can bi
$1,39 to $3.50
The new Shoe•Serieg Bag will be very popular that summer—black, blue, brown, mottled 50C and $1.00
Belting of tinsel, elastic, wbite pique and fancy weaves re now in great demand. We have a very eol-assortment and in many eases have ths buckles or pins to •
We are showing the newest fancy .articles and if you want to keep up with the styles you will hay. to
' visit us often.
opr./ 11
AN EXTRAORDINARY SALE of MATTINGS
A Superb Showing of Carpets •
Just received a car load !ot o Jap and China Mattings which has been long
overdue, and owing to its lite arrival, we will sacrifice-part of our profit and
offer the lot at about 20 per cent less than the real values. Now considering how we
always sell a much better grade of Matting than others and this special price, you will
be most fortunate to secure your need in this line during this sale. The prices range:
Jap Cotton Warp . . 20c to 50c. China range in price . 12 1-2c to 35c
Carpets Our showing of Carpets is much greater now than ever before. We
have some very special numbers in hall, stair, bed [dam and parlor
patterns at special prices. We urge you to place your order for carpfts during this
sale early, for we are working as many firot-class people as we can get and it's hard 'to
keep up with our orders. Ogilvie's quality of carpets is now resching into four states.
Now think of the alivantage you have of buying your carpets here.
SUMMER PARASOLS
Silk and Linen, Many Beautiful
Colors, Shapes and Styles for
Ladies and Children :
Summer Parasols are to be used more this season
than any for years passed. We have such an ar-
ray of styles and colors that we can match near
any dress or satisfy any idea you may have. The
showing consists of Porsgeer, Linens, Fancy Silks,
Tussahs, Embroidered Effects in linen, fancy
bordered styles of contrasting colors, etc., rang-
ing in price
*1.00 to $5.00
Children's Parasols 25c to $1.50
Lace and Swiss Curtains—Special Prices
Vast Assortment to Select From
During this sale of Laze and
Swiss Curtains we would like to
call your attention to the fact that
we have better facilities to show
our curtains than any firm we
know of—plenty of light and
room so you can't be deceived
in the quality.
Now the enormous line of Late and
Swiss Curtains we have will not permit
us to quote individual prices, but we
have special values ranging in:
Lace, all styles, pair_75c to $13.50
Swiss, all styles, pair 35c to $1.50
No Want Too Small or Too Large
for Us.
A Magnificent Showing of New Neckwear, Jewelry, Belts,
Bags, Belting and Fancy Articles
The lovers of dainty Neckwear will be very greatly surprised at our showing of
this class of novelties. •
We are showing over 50 styles of Sbocks. Bows, Ruffs, Ties and Collars at, each 250
Over 25 styles of Bows, Ruffs. Large Net Jabots, "Nervy Widow" Bows of lace and net at, 50C
Five styles of Pure Linen Hand Embroidered stiff Coheirs, the new raised work and open embroidery
at 35e, :I for _ $ 1.00
Tea styles at, each - 25C
Other new Neckwear in many styles $2.50
JEWELRY OF ALL KINDS
Veil Pine, Bow Pins, Brooches, Sets, Hat Pins, Belt Pins and Buokles in all the new designs, "Dream Waltz,"
"Merry Widow," Cameos, Grecian Copper, etc. Special values, each_   --. 25C and 500
New Belts of all kinds will be seen Thursday at great values for the money.
The new Belts of leather and silk, tinsel and elastic, wide, fancy nOvelties and many new ideas in belt erea-
tion each 22C, 50c up to $3.50





tin."'" of "he offerings in this depabring the es
proved wIlece4ClIt to everyone, for this much in-
that tbe Is
tr conside,' 0
10 large a supply of. No
e
in a 0, to laycar  have
the time anrP1 Good grade of Gauge Vest, taped Ial• Extra large cut sizes, good durable+ 25cNew Y( Splendid Mercerised Finished Silk t---- 1°ct he corn 'Extra quality of Silk Lisle N'este, la—, 50cport fror
$ 1.00ceeas.stail.
that
A Word About Our,
ailegattoi
Baron N
Our Corset Department is giver'mentocomi pertinent in the establishment W de-values and Wears, oonaeguently we&mit sow to be petfeet in every teepeemeowed by eirrerienced ladies wholily way, •
Wears agents. for "Nemo Selfbone," "Warner's Rid n Proof" andSi 00 and 81.60 °oriel on the market.+
Values in,,.,
The compel%) *












Will be Featured by
the High Quality of the
Garments. 41 40 4)
Here are some extra 'good values in popular priced tradminneline:
Corset Coven and Diawers, well made and of geed material. special ,
each 39c to 250
gowns, 'Nemeses and Skirts, well made, tammed neatly, of rood
material, such --590
Drawers, Skirts, (Jolene, Corset 'Covers. dainty' neat ferments, well




Special Values in Lawn and
French Novelti Swiss
Monday we placed on sale the greatest
valuen Colored Lawns we have ever
offered at this season of the year.
•
We seen:edam ease isonsistiag of light grodnds
with figures and floral dodges and lined odes'
ground with colored figures. This grade of
lawn would be regular '19c a yard, Mit we will
give the people the benefit of our buying ify
offering the entire lot at, per yard... 100•
10 pieces of Freneh•Novelty Swisses, with 
.
bor-
dered effects, 46 inches wide, special, ...
per yard
White. Goods-----Exceptional Qualities
Specially Priced During This Sale
While we are giving the greatest values in white gooes
this season, such as Swisses, Plain and Fancy Linens,
Lawns, etc., we call special attention to two number 6t
Lingerie both which we consider the greatest value/
we have ever secured and offered the people of Padu-
cah and surrounding country.
No. 1—Silk Finish Lingerie Cloth, 40 inches wide, a regular 2e
value, offered at, per yard.    12 "c
No. 2—Silk Finish Lingerie Cloth, 40 inches wide, a regular 35e
valuer,'offrred at, per 1 633 0
Colored 'Wash Materials at a Special
..Von would have to travel far to see prettirr assortments and
more reasonably priced stock of oolored wash materials for summer
drr•ss than we offer for your selection. Many of the new things is
fine French materials are hen at 50c per yard.
New 8wiesee, embroidered, figured  25C to 50c
New liatiltc. Lawns. Mulls, Linens, German Linens, Linen Finished





At 80 years of age Mr. John Van Luvanee,
Moline, III., was restored to health and vigor by
taking Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey as prescribed
by his doctor.
Mr. Van Luvanee says he feels as young as he
did 40 years ago, and is so delighted with the ben-
efits received .from the use of Duffy's Pure Malt
Whiskey, that he recommends it to old and young.
"I am over 80 years of age and I
have had to wtin k hard ever since
I was old enough to do anything. I
was generally rugged and healthy up
to 'about three years ago, then I
began to fed that I was getting old.
I could not go up or down stairs
without having to hold on to some-
thing. About a year ago I was out
riding on an oi:cn wagon, the
weather was chilly, I caught a bad
cold and fever followed. I had to
send for a doctor. I got over the
fever, but I was still sick. 1 had ho
appetite. I was weak and had no
flesh on my bones. The doctor told
me to get Duffy's Pure hIalt Whis
k/&.lull!, '.as ANSI. key, take it as directed, and I did so.
I was sdon better, my appetite returned and 1 felt as well as I did 40
yews ago. I must say that Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey has been a
great benefit to me, and has prolonged my life. I feel as well and can
get around, I think, as smartly as the majority of men can at 45 years of
age. I am very sure that it all came by using Duffy's Pure Malt Whis-
key and I advise every person, both old and young, especi4lly the old,
who have not very good health to take Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey as
directed, and be temperate in all things. What I have said of Duffy's
Pure Malt Whiskey is my personal experience; it is by usiLg it that I
knew it ita good _medicine _and. .1 conotitAelp site akirig ef the _good it
has done me."—JOHN VAN LUVANEE, Moline, III., Nov. 1907.
DU is Pure Malt Whiskey
an absolutely pure distillation of malted grain; great care being used to
hunt every kernel thoroughly malted, thus destroying the germ and pro,
ducing a predigested liquid food in the form of a malt essence, 1.thich
the most effective tonic stimulant and invigorator known tXcience; soft-
ened by warmth and moisture its palatability and freedom from injurious
substances render it so that it can be retained by the most sensitive stomach.
If you wish to keep young, strong and vigorous and have on your
cheeks the glow of perfect health, take Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey regu-
Indy, according to directions. It tones and strengthens the heart action
and purifies the entire system. It is recognized as a family medicine.
CAD111111—Wheit you ask your druggist, grocer or dealer forDnffr's Pure
MR Whiskey be we yea gel Um termitic. It's the only absolutely pore medicinal
malt widskiej4Laudis said Is sealed bottles only—never in bulk. Look tor the trade-
mark, me Nom osantst,“ on the label, make sure the seal over the cork Is
'iabrolteo and that our clurantee is in every bottle. Price $1.00. Write Dr. R.
Curran, Osessinng Physician, for a free Illustrated medical booklet and free advice.
Duffy Malt Whiskey Co., Rochester, N. Y.
IRS. IONE BAKER
4, Di ES AT KIVEMSIDil ST AL
OF AliSC*SS OF
Well Known 11111nole Woman Leaven
; Family of Several Children—
Body Taken Home.
4.
1 1 Mrs. Minnie D. Baker, of 
Temple
;.Hill, Ill., died at Riverside hospital
last night at 12 o'clock after a sev-
4
eral weeks' illness of abscess of the'
liver. Mrs. Baker was 38 years old
and leaves one son, Alva Baker, and
two daughters, Eula and Ruth Baker.
Mrs. Baker came from a promisent
Illinois family and was highly re-
spected in her home town. The body*
wag taken to Brownfield, Ill., for
leaving Paducah on the 11:45
train today.
Married at Cairo.
Tom Clary and Lizzie Reeves, both
of La Center. Ky., and Baldie Jones
and Mettle Freeman, both of Wicks
litre, Ky.. were married at Cairo, III.
No men can stay strong by holding
down a soft snap.
-
Is to love children, and no home
can be completely happy with-
out them, yet the ordeal through
which the expectant as ot her
must pass usually is so full o/ suffering,
danger and fear that she looks forward
to the critical hour with apprehension
and dread. *ether's Friend, by its pene-
trating and soothing properties, allays nausea, nervousness, and
all unpleasant feelings, and la Prepares the system for ths
ordeal that she pass” through
the event safely and with • but
• little suffering, as numbers have
testified and said. "it is worth
Its weight in gold." $1.00 per
bottle of druggists. Book containing
valuable information mailed free.







Of every description can be had at
this pharmacy at remonable prices.
Something like hot water bags, foun-
tain syringes. etc., you should have it.
the house at all times. Ootne and buy
them here and you'll be assured of
first-class quality as well as economy
In cost. 'This applies to special sick






The largest assortment of roses and
plants in the city, also 25,000 plants at
less than 3 cents. 175,000 other plants





WILL BK OBSEAVIED AT LONG.
FRU A •W Eit ̀H0111. FRIDAY.
Ftrellert Program. Kshibitioa of
Work and Two Marra/9M An.
to Be Giver.
Parents' day will be observed Pri-
de) at the Longfellow school, and a
splendid prograth of recitations and
songs has Neu prepared by the teach-
ers of the building. All of the rooms
been decorated with flags and
the art weirk of the pupils. At 1:3ti
i,•eitoels the pupil of Mies Ella Larkin
and Miss Rennie Sloan wil begin the
program, and later la the afternoon
Charles K. Wheeler and Superintend-
ent J. A. carnagey will make abort
addresses on the progress of education
This is the first public entertainment
given in the new building, and all
ft lends of the school are Welted. The
trustees have been extended an es-
pedal invitation to be present and ex-
amine the work of the children, which
will be on exhibition. The program
will be given on May Day, and the
pupils' have taken much interest in
the preparation of the program.
The program will be:
Song—"Onee I Gut Into .•• Little
Boat"—Puplis of first and second
g rides .
- ReoltationseeKlizahath. Nultekr, -.-
Recitation Clayton Tate." •
Song—"Three Blind Mice"—Will




Gypsy chorus--Six girls and six
boys.
Recitation—Emma Hazzard.
Drill--"Farnier Roy*" — Sixteen
boys.
Song—"I know Three Little $ts-








Song—"School" — What Robin
Told"—Pearl Rosenberg and Jo.
Haliaker.






Flag dr114 Sixteen girls.
Malaria Camara Loan of Appetite.
The Old Standard GROVE'S TASTE-
LESS CHILL TONIC, drives out ma-
laria and builds up the system. For





Chicago  9 7
Nt w York 12 • 7
Pittsburg  9 5
Philadelphia .. :  12 0
incintrati   11 5
Brooklyn 12 5
Boston  1Z 5














Philadelphia, April 29.— Willie:in
eas batted hard.
The score: R H
Brooklyn  1 7
Philadeiohia 'Iii




burg game postponed on account of
cold weather.
AL Boston.
Boston, April 29.- Dorner was put
out of the game kg„ the seventh on ac-
count of beinghft -with a hot liner.
The score: a 11 E
Boston  e 5 e
New York  3 2
Batteries- -Dorner, Lindeman and
Bowerman; Taylor., MaLarkey, WW2.'
and Bresnahan.
At Oheelsorati.
elneinnatl.Apuril 29 -Game post
wined on account of cold weather.
AMERICAN LEAGITIL
Standing,
P. W. L. Pet.
Cleveland   Ii g 3 777 
New York 13 4 667
St Louis 11 8 5 61:i
Boston 13 1 7 40%
Chicago  13 6 7 442
Philadelphia  13 6 7 46t
Detroit  11 4 7 364
Washington 12 4 6 334
At cleyeland 
The score: l H Z
Cleveised . 11 15 2
Del rok  5 7 .1
Balterie*--Clarkeon, JOSS ,and Bern-
'; Killian, Mullin and Thomas.
At Philadelphia.
The score: R H E
Philadelphia • 4 ' 6 2
Washington  6 11 1
Batteries - Plank. Powers and t'ar
ter; ti Smith and Street.
At New York.
The score: R H F:
New York  7 II .
Gott Advice
. Woman's Good Loolis
'depena, of course, very largely upon her health. If
your health is bad, if you are weak, sick, miserable,
and suffer from pain or other symptoina of womanly
ailments, your face and general appearance will
quickly show it, and nothing you can do will bring
back your good looks, until you cure your female
troubles.
The best advice to give you, for saeh a oondition,
is to."take Cardui."
This is the well-known woman's remedy, of
which you have so often heard.
It is the medicine for you to try, whether you
have just fallen sick or whether you
have been long sick, and are hope-
less of relief.
Cardui has succeeded so often,
that you may safely expect it to bene-
fit you.
Mrs. Sarah Avery', of Moark, Ark.,
writes: "I suffered with womanly
troubles for, two years, and riothing
would help me until I took Cardui. "MTMar% Art
Now I am well." Try it.
TREE BOOK =`....b̀ ...:::•=ts'llair•Liblf lier"Idlitimoge=tin:
=trim eissmes. plain •••••••••••hyria.
FOR LAD= Loire 414 •
Take CARDUI 0.
. •
tr will give a pair of wedding slippers free tothe first young lady calling at your store and
telling us "confidentially" the date of her marriage.
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It's difficult for a sllier-"oneuerl
/miter to make short stork .4 a
No woman can be betWr
shod than she who wears
La Prance shoes.
Money Cassel buy more ele-
gance, distinctiveness sr comfort
Every particle af 111141111114.1
used In the.. L1109, ill the beet for
the purpose — and the most care-
fully aeleintad
Every detail ad the manufac-
ture Is watched wtiltiaaloas esire,
land every pair of LAI Fraser Shoes
nieets the most enacting require •
manta of the well dressed woman.
They are more than beautiful —
they are comfortable.
The durablIfty sad *shellac-
tion afforded by these shoes
them the meat attractive







Marion. Cl.. .‘pril 29.- Three Men
were killed by an explosion in tilt
Egvpti Powder mills, five miles front
to and considerable property was
tiamaged. The dead: John C. Lax-,
'OIL W.I. tam •M•C'intoik, Stephen
I • peh u rch
The lock of the explosion look,
glass wilidees hire and 'book
tits ,dings. Creal Springs alto felt ti'
9.144)1' k !WY ely.
INDIC:MTH/N.
With its compantons, heart bunt.'
flatulence, tfirindity of the liver, eon-
stipation palpitation of the heart,.
poor blood, headache and other nerv-
(tus vymptoms, sallow skin, foul
tongue. offensive breath and a legion
0! other ailmente, Is at once the most
voiti•-pread and destruceive !naiad)*
aiming the American people. The
Fit rbine treatment will cure all these
troubles. 5,14. bottle. Sold by J. II.
Oehlsetilaeger, I,ang Bros. C. r..). Rip-
y
"Waiter, I'm surprised. You don't
knew how to do things at all; and a
new restaurant, too!•"Parden.
nesieu. 'jest wait till you see the
cite. Journal Annusant.
IMPORTANT DECISION
Case of much intereet was tried last
rilesdaT before Judge Emery. where
(letter )"icklin, of this city, wax
charged with selling Intoxicating
l'quors, and the e4,Jenee *bowed be
sold Flax, Cremo and Vivo, pre-
pared by A. M. Laevison & (o. and
.he proof all went to show thew. bev-
erages were non-intoxicating, and the
,isee was dismissed, as Do violation-of
'he late could be proven.
The decision of the court will net
fsvorably with the sale of Dr. Fizz,
%Ivo and Cremo, which are preared







We have just opened
a perfectly appointed
private Dining Room






WEDDING, BIRTHDAY, ANNIVERSARY GIFTS
LI L. Wolff Jeweler
• 337 BROADWAY PADUCAH, KY.
STERLING SILVER. CHINA. CUT GLASS
Appropriate Gifts for All Occasions.
CLIP YOUR oRses
They leek better, feel better and work better. Clipped hurtles ale easier
to groom and %HU are not annoyed by horse hairs when dri•ing. We
hale an electric machine and an expert operator and will give you as
geed work an can he done, at the regular pile*.
THE TULLY LIVERY CO.
rtseeesiesoisa.•
Fourth and Kentucky Avsnu•.
FOR SALE
Lumber, iron, all salVAge of former Harry
Andcorson stable. Purchaser to remove debris
at once. Phone or call on
ED D. HANNAN
I-Number




IT DRAWS to itself the
small tsbange which you tor-
-mm.1y scatatired. It starts a
growing bank account and
creates a fund which will fi-
nally make you independent.
Mate distrfleet Deposit
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SPECIAL COLLECTION OF WASH SUITS
Attractive Sale of Ladies' Shirts
Linen Suits, embroidered or plain, trimmed or untrimmed, arc taking first
place this season for many uses. We are now ready to show she most satisfac-
tory allayment we have ever placed on sale ansl the prices are re' markably low, con-
sidering the quality. You can get well made, perfect fitting suits of German Linen,
in white or colors $4.95 to $10.00
Pure Linen Suits, handsomely made, at__
New styles and cuts.
Thursday we place on sale the largest assortment and best selected line ofSkirts 
Man-Tailored Skirts we ever gathered at one time. Many new cloths
and styles will be shown, such as Wool Tassaer, Wool Taffetas, Chiffon
Cloths, Tamise and Novelty Weaves, in browns, tans, blues, Copenhagen and
such desirable shades. Many new style trimmings, all specially priced
at from $4.98 to $_1
Don't miss this opportunity to get a skirt.
4,10.00 to $25.00
More land Better Rugs to Select From
At Less Money Than Ever Before
Our showing of room-size and
small rugs this season eclipses
all former efforts, Our pat=
terns are exclusive, our quali-
ties are the best and our prices
are always pight. We have just
receivki a large supply of rug,
fli tof all • ,'• and while the as-
sort 
r 
, t Is good and prices
low Ave ttuit you will take ad-
yaotage of this salt and sup-
p ly yourseN with what's wanted
in rugs. All sizes and styles..
at special vices.




‘1 AN EXTRAORDINARY SALE of MATTINGS
A Superb Showing of Carpets •
Just received a car load !ot o Jap and China Matting. which has been long
overdue, and owing to its lite arrival, we will sacrifice partof our profit and
offer the lot at about 20 per cent lebs than the real values. Now considering how we
always sell a much better grade of Matting than others and this special price, you will
be most fortunate to secure your need in this line dnring this sale. The prices range:
Jap Cotton Warp . . 20c to -70c. China range in price . 12 1-2c to 35c
Carpe ts Our showing of Carpets is much greater now than ever before. We
have some very special numbers in hall, stair, bed room and parlor
patterns at special prices. We urge you to place your order for carpets during this
sale early, for we are working as many first-claas people as we can get and it's hard to
keep up with our orders. Ogilvie's quality of carpets is now reaching into four states.
Now think of the ajivaatage you have of buying your carpets here.
SUMMER PARASOLS
Silk and Linen, Many Beautiful
Colors, Shapes and Styles for
Ladies and Children : :
Summer Parasols are to be mice more this season
than any for years passed. We have such an ar-
ray of styles and colors that we can match near
any dress or satisfy any idea you may have. The
showing consists of Pongees, Linens, Fancy Silks,
Tussahs, Embroidered Effects in linen, fancy
bordered styles of contrasting colors, etc., rang-.
ing in price
4,1.00 to $5.00
Children's Parasols 25C to $1.50
Lace and Swiss Curtains.-Special Prices
Vast Assortment to Select From
During this sale of Laze and
Swiss Curtains we would like to
call your attention to the fact that
we have better facilities to show
our curtains than any firm we
know of—plenty of light and
room so you can't be deceived
in the quality.
Now the enormous line of Late and
Swiss Curtains we have will not permit
us to quote individual prices, but we
have special values ranging in:
Lace, all styles, pair.....75c to $13.50
Swiss, all styles, pair .....35c to $1.50
No Want Too Small or Too Large
for Us.
mported Hosiery and Gloves A Magnificent Showing of New Neckwear, Jewelry, Belts,
Bags, Belting and Fancy Articles
The lovers of dainty Neckwear will be very greatly surprised at our showing of
this class of novelties. •
Special Values, Best Grades
During this sale we are ofiJring some
splendid values in Ladies' Hosiery, in
both Landes and plain
•
Our 250 line can be essily eon, p:irt d with
any 3e hose ssold •
Our 3/10 lino eau be rxintpared with any 50e,
and oar 500 line, which consists ot many
styles and grades, can be compared with any
75c lisalt:4111,11-
Silk Hose all shades.
Silk Moves -in all sbades—greese.. tans,
browns, blear, pinks, white and black.
16 button length. splendid quality, per
pair  — $1.50
•
V4-e are showing over 50 styles of Stocks, Bows, Ruffs, Ties and Collars at, each __—_____— 250
Over 25 styles of Bows, Ruffs. Large Net Jabots, "Merry Widow" Bows of lace and net at, each__.............. 50C
Five styles of Pure Linen Hand Embroidered Stiff Collars, the new raised work and open embroidery
at 35e, :i for $1.00
Tea styles at, each ..25c
Other new Neckwear in many styles up to, apiece . — -...... $2.50
JEWELRY OF ALL KINDS
Veil Bow Pins, Brooches, Sets, Bat Pins, Belt Pins and Buelikis in all the new designs, "Dream Waltz,"
''Merry Widow," Cameos, Ilrecian Copper, etc. Special values, and 50C
New Belts of all kiwi, will be seen thnrsday at great values f(fr the money.
The new Belts of leather and silk, tinsel and elastic, wide, fancy novelties and many new ideas in belt cren
220, 50c up to $3.50taint. each
New soft Leather Bags tc match Flees are the new•st; they are shown in stiff, flat or soft styles,
each. 39 to $3.50
The new Shoe-String Bag will he very popular this summer—black, blue, brown, mottled 50C and $ 1.00
Belting of tinge), elastic, white pique and fancy weaves are now in great demand. We have a very wide
assortment and in many eases have the buckles or pins to match.
We are showing the newest fancy -articles and if you want to keep up with the styles you will have to
visit us often.
Splendid Values in Ladies' SummerVests
Remarkable for Quality and Price_
The offerings in this department will prove of much in-
terest to everyone, for this is a garment no One can have
(
Oro large a supply of. Now is your opportunity to lay
in a supply.
Good grade of Gauge Vest, taped neck and arm, 3 for._ . 25c
Extra large cut sizes, good durable quality, each._..,_ 10C
Splendid Ilerestised Finished Silk Taped, 19e. 1 for.......,..,.., 50C
Extra qualiti' of Silk Lisle Vests, lace trimmed, 35e, 3 for.. $1.00
A Word About Our Corset Department
-Our Corset Department is given as much attention as is de-
partment in the establishment. We study the makers' of tip• best
values and Wears, consequently we handle only such sty! , as we
keow to be perfect in every respect. Our Corset Daps!, 'lent is
,mensged by aliCerianced ladies who will be glad to assist ,ou in
say Way, •
We are agents for "Nemo Self Reducing," "Redfern Whale-
bone," "Warner's Rust Proof" and ''The Nidia." which is III" beet




-Will be Featured by
the High Quality of the
Garments. 0 0 0
here are some extra *good values in popular priced Vadanauelins:
Corset Covers and Drawers, well made and of good matoriaLlipesial,
emir .... 390 to 250
Gowns, Drawers and Skirt., well made, trimmed aostly, of fro(1
'material, each ________________59c
Drawers, Skirts, I;owns, Corset 'Covers. dainty ' neat earmpniA
made and trimmed, special, each.— sit 98c
eftlE DAYLIGHT STORE
—
Special Values in Lawn and
French Novelty Swiss
-
Monday we placed on sale the greatest
valuen Colored Lawns we have ever
offered at tttis season of the year.
We secured one ease consisting of light grounds
with figures and floral designs and linen color
ground with fuilored figures. This grade of
lawn would lw regular llle a yard, but we will
give the people the benefit of our buying by
offering the entire lot at, per yard  itte
•
10 pigeon of fOrenoh.Novelty Swisses, with bor-
dered effects, 46 inches wide, special,
per yard
  Goods---..Exceptional Qualities
Specially Priced During This Sale
While we are giving the greatest values in white goods
this season, such as Swisses, Plain and Fancy Linene,
Lawns, etc., we call special attention to two number of
Lingerie loth-which we consider the greatest valuest 
we have ever secured and offered the people of Padu-
cah and surrounding country.
No. 1—Silk Finish Lingerie Cloth, 10 inelles wide, aregula2r
Value, offered at, per yard 
_ l
No. 2—Silk Finish Lingerie Cloth, 40 inches wide, a regular 'l•rve
•value:offered at, per yard • 16 
Colored Wash Materials at a Special
You would have to travel far to see prettier assortments mid
more reasonably priced stock of colored wash materials for summer
dr•uzs than we offer for your selection. Many of the new thing' in
tine French materials are here at 50c per yard.
New Swisses, embroidered, figared_ 25C l4) 500
New liatitte, Lawns, Mull., Linens, (lerman Linens, Lupo Finished
Lawn., rilion Linens, ete., prised, pet yard. 10C to 25C
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9 3933 17 3924
3924 18 3925
 3922 19 3945
3921 20 3945
6........3997
7 3940 23 3940
9 3934 24 3940
11 • 3933 25 2945
11 3932 26 2962
8.2 3929 27 3971
13 3938 28 3977
14 3944 20 3978
111........3134 31 3987
102.616
Average for March. MI 3943
Atterage.for March, 11107 3844
increase  99
Personally appeared before Ine, this
April 1, 1908, R. D. McMillen, busi-
ness manager of The Sun, who affirms
that the above statement of the cir-
culation of The Sun for the month of
March. 1908. is true to the beat of his
itaolledge and belief,





Vi here'er the prizes go.
Grant me the struggle, that my eoul
- grow.-11. S. Martin.
Murray, Ky., promises to suffec
• froze enntll this summer.
a.
Colorado adds 'ten votes and Ar-
kansas eighteen vote to the Taft col-
umn this week.
Internal Revenue Collector Ed
Pranks Succeeded in carrying the
Seooad district for the losing side.
 •
In Meting davit that $919IMIO in-
surance Job. Judge Gray abates that
he still regards the presidency of the
United States aa a line position.
The Louisville Herald. which gave
the First district to Fairbanks. now
Ova, Taft 52% votes to Fairbanks'
50. On May I It will be demonstrat-




While the rest of us had forgotten
the Peace conference, we learn that
Preeident Ropserelt has been busy
cm a project to force disarmament.
and he undertook It in a moat practi-
tal manner. His plan for the con-
aliticaan of four new battleships was
I*) pro the United States ahead in
naval reinstructiete setting a pare
that would taupe complaint in Europe
and bring the big war powers to a
realisation of their folly. With the
biggest navy in the world isolated and
commanding one coast line of each of
the two great bodies of water, the
Patted States witell have been in a
potation to dictate the naval policy
the world. Her dictations would have
been the dictation, of terms of peace
The president was -iipported in his
policy by the younger senators. whc
tepreaent the new cr honest school
.ot politice. He was opposed by thc
unate cabal. composed of Ald•rich.
foraker. Hale. et at With the yseing-
er men figheng them in the senate
and another administration exporitot
them and aligning the people against
them, those elder stateetten will be
In a perilous posit:set when they lacs
their constiteestff sesta
Meanwhile. isrerident Roceeve:t
has secured the construetion of two
battleships a year of the largest lYPe•
• policy that wit keep the United
States well to the front The dis-
patch of the fleet into the Pacific less-
lag the Atlantic. coast line prat-ti
unguarded, and the movement of
British *its into the north Pacific.
have a tendency to show our‘4,servi•ie
the necessity for great naval strength
hi both oceans. and will aid the presi-
dent's :policy, should has rueeeesor
choose to pursue it.
THE FLA4l ASO THE 3111)MORY
k seems that William Waldorf As-
ter. the expatriate. bought the flag of
the Chesapeake and pressoted it to
the Mite* government Some news'
papers are terribli wrought up over
his action, bet wo esneot and cause
for grief. Wiliism belongs to a ciao"
of idle rich, that bar done nothing but
debauch the people of the metropolis
Astor is kis row, mad Ps still Mt,
tar. -1110-iiItit -Tr Is lion loa
We &NI bete the tuemerS' or lb'
Caleasapeake's defense., ad the sight
o" an Moltke* flag ill not (-silent-stet
It acceatuate the Whitish pulse or
cause the ffilligitah cheek to glow will
pride. That Chesapeake nag coat
Poles/lid more than William Waldorf
Astor paid for it. lingland never has
profited rough by the services of rene-
gade Americans, and the English
people never have Rivet' them the :so-
cial reeogalhion they eraved, from the
time of Benedict Arnold 10 the pres-
ent..
If we 'were willing to accept th.?
statement of men who failed. that
the) failed purely and simply because
they were trying to conduct their
buteikeste•iiiiIrrbly and ng
everything e 1, we should of neceo-
sity conclude that honkst) is not the
best pone). and that seemingly proper
men, who are prospering, are really
hypocrites and villains.
THII.; REAL TAFT.
(kern such a 'subject as the next
tresident of the United States, saYs
the Cleveland Leader. the remarkable
power of character sketching which
clistinguiphes 'William Allen Whit-.
the Kansas editor, stands mit in its
boost striking and cOnoitscing form.
In this May issue of the American
magazine a picture of the secretary
of war is drawn which Is so true, PO
Just, so vivid and so lovable that it
cannot be too widely read and studied
-rivet the-reentry a most IMAM'
image of the living Man described
is an altogether sane,' human and
esti-844nm portrait of a man whose
many and varied public services are
to be crowned, shortly. by the wise
tied powerful administration of the
highest of all offices.
Editor White shows the living Taft
- his great good nature, his remark-
able industry, his love of his fellow
men, his tireless and whole-hearted
devotion- to right and tattle, and high
Ideals of government. • He pictures
the kinship of this big, sincere, friend-
!' American with the great body of
his fellow citizens. The simple ways
and tastes of the secretary of as
stefd out in clear relief. The alto
pother creditable story of his many-
sided training for the great place to
which he Is about to be ailed is tido
with graphic effect and convincing
.endor. The aka.* sets Taft before
country as.the great lawyer sod
Jurist be is. It stows his resolute
aim unflinching strength as well as
his gentle consideration for others.
Fair men cskiloOt read this Kansas
urnalist's vivid world picture of
William Howard Taft without feeling
its sincerity and its discernment. It
s impossible to take Editor %line's
oortratt at Its true value without be-
ing convinced that the country will h••
fortunate in the coming Taft adminie
tration.
The Taft ptetured so powerfully
and so truly is a comfortable, trust-
worthy, efficient, upright.,  masterful
man. He is of the type of born ruler.;
and leaders who rise to every emer-
gency so easily and simply that they
almost hide their own power. Th..
next president wears admirably. He
grows bigger on clover oolualotance
and fuller knowledge. The country
And his already great reputation
too small when it tests him in the
white house.
HOTEL ARRIVALS
Palmer -A. W. Wheeler. chatta•
mega: .kihn J. Page, Indianapolis,
S. It. Crowder, Atlanta, W. A. How-
ard, Louisville; E. G Thomas, Ben-
ton; J. C. Dean. Mayfield: M. Kohl-
man: 'Madisonville; J. Tet.`rain, Dix-
on: W. J. Webb. Mayfield, C. Ji.
Johnson. Henderson: H. Thomas, St.
Louie: .1. D.. Peterson, Benton.
Belvedere-- P. W. Dem". Eddyville:
Charles( T. %Veil,. St. Loofa: B.
N•ard. Metropolis: FA smith. Cairo:
J. Vance park. Metropolis: J. J.
Jelks, Murray: It. P. Siegenth•ler
Nashville: W. S. Snow, Milurray: W.
H Kraper, Metropolis,: C. M. Dins-
tub!. ,Memphis: T. 1.. M. Nutt, May -
ft ?d: C. V. Ezell, Paris.
New Illehmoud--11. L. Roger, Cin-
cinnati: -Samuel H. Crodhland, May-
field; F Drown. Chicago: a J.
Johnson. Nashville. .1 31. Haden
Shettoville: J. H. Martin, Muhllen
burg: Gus Howell, Graotaburg: W. 116,
Well, Mulkey. 0. M. Merritt, May-
field, D. W. English. Vienna: R. A
Ca rt wrigtit. Can gtion op
Nicholas - P. 13 Howard and
Mire, Wewaka: Mrs. Marshall. We.
watts: C L. Howard. Wewatals R.
Symeonia: Fred Gregory,- GI.-
bcrtevIlle: J. A. Gregory, Gilberts-
ville: John Lockhart. Smithiand: C.
Greegor, Pittsburg: W. J. Ayers.
Revert: C. Coleman, Marked Tree.
James Walker. l'ienna: Frank How-
ell, Vienna. -
Inspectors Mast He Strict.
Courier-Journal: "The steamboat
inspectors who are now examining
the hul:s and machinery of the boats
ph log the Oh.° river have Inatruc-
lions form the supervisor at Wash-
ington to be very- strict In their in-
t:motions, and it is reported that they
sill order some of the boats now In
commission between Pittsburg and
Cairo out of commission unless they
are made to male up to the required
regulations.'
and yet a bad example to the rest Of •
the imentew lila Mliumaaa will Mg bora( I feel like Sightlail all the time bra Imam mit. stembed swim* the
mimed and his investments confine* I'm .441 Iffillar-Loudoo Tit-,
this countre. The chits( part of an Hulk . elle Cried eekitherli•
444004041011041110011011111911ffills, w•eatteweoteer?erewfvefewfweaetaje
1 VOICE OF THE POOPI.E.
le1e1.4b14:41•760.1911094119010.1400119611041
l'u tit., Public:
The wells of the city are a menace ither stages.
to the health of oar people and they Cairo 
must go. I have humored this clues- Chattanooga --missing.
lion as long as I intend to, and when ( Incinnati
I explain my position as your humble Evansville
servant / know I ant niore liable to Florence  
criticism 
liraha 
for being der••:itt rather JohnionvIle
ithan  Louisvtlie  .
Pertioasa, with a grin, leaned over the' 
1 feel I would he guilty of no
cover from behind and begun to lack 
greater offense to mute the inno-
cent, confiding public Pb an apottle- 4
away at the lock with is long crooked
wire. The others drew close about. I . 
than to any longer eiwoorage the use
shop to select their own drugs
slipped nearer the door, imagining thett
In their tiveted interest I saw my op- Of the public and private 
sells of our
Ilortualty. ToIn)'surprise I caught ,city. 
a *Hippies of legs disappearing up the I Water in Motion in the form of
companion. I took Each. Pula had running streams by its constently
gone on dech, trolling and turning and precipitating
'hill surprised we. for 1 'should have its contents in this manner may keep
thought every man interested enough ,pure, but as pure 'as it can be made,
in the implanted treasure to wish to be ,even distilled water. 31111Wtd II) re-
present at its uneovering. and it an- i niain in a basin, subject to the 6tin'61
noyed me still more. The success of rays and the atmosphere. readlly be-
my plan demanded a clear deek. liow- lcomes impure. The same santilittod
ever, there was nothing for it now but
to trust that Tula bed wished to visit
the forecastle find that I might find the
afterworks empty.
I paused at the foot of the companion
and looked back. A breathlessness of
hPIII the pirates in n vise.
robin nialre the hatielng lamp threw
stool* otha.lowo across their (nem,
'winging ent the deep lines, accentuat-
ologoshis-douthtent 1,..ssi.dre--irtrterinstr
rags and lilood. their moth:nen faces,
thelr firearms, theirlilth, they showed
In violent antithesis to the immaculate
white of Old Scrubs' rabin. it glitter-
;lig brass and Its shining leather. I
darted tip the steps.
The eontrast ut the otarry night with
the glare of the eal.itt himp dazzled my'
J 0.'41 .1,h still f••r a moment,
durhig %%Ili, It the mil,* att.111.1e
were- Ht,` of the ainds throogh
the rigeimt. the wail' of Hie Ken awl
the snnili, sharp cliek of Perdoss'a in_
strument as he worked at the chest.
Presently 1 11171111 SCe better. 1 look
ed foreard arid aft for Pula, but could
see nothing* of Itineqind had just aliout
mneltults1 that be had gone forward
Omit I happened to glum..., aloft.
rhei.e. to in, astonistliment. I made
dm out huddled Itt silhouette against
ihe stars dose tv the main truck.
%%lint he was doing thea-e 1 could not
imagine. However, I did not have
RIVER NEWS
THE rADUcAit EVENING SUN
MYSTERY
By Stev.art fdward White
And Samuel Hopkiss Adams
Oopyrtaht, One by McClure. Phillips• Cu.
(Goutinued from last Imuse.)
to a positive temperature of 110 de-
grees Fahrenheit, with vegetable de
composition, generates the deadly
organism that has killed more people
by odds than any known disease or
other cause in this country.
And this is not the only bad effects
of impure water. Its most patent
finality as a disease protiocer is in the
rtnktflg--wate --and ms e -and-wit
eventually develop in any welt or
cistern in the city that is continually
replenished by sipecwater. No matter
how pure and, sparkling it may ap-
pear, you never know when this
water is full of germs tint!I it begins
to develop its direful effects upon the
bowels in the form of typhoid fever.
dysentery and worms This is the
principal cause of these three Its-tea-
dies. Typhoid fever i- not a con-
tagions disease by (-intact with the
patient direct, but front the
germs floating in drinking water from
the wells and cisterns adjacent to
stock barns and outhouses, and in
some extraordinary instances, the
source of contagion in wells has been
traced to a distance of lo and 11
miles, that ts in a well this distance
from a city or large stock barns this
distance away.
No one better knows the condi-
time to bother my bead atmut Mat lions of our city, With little more
further than to rejoice that be could
not olotruct me. 
than half the population years ago.
with reference to the mortality in
I should very 'noel' luau. liked to get
hold of a tine and arnnylnitilei or at typhOld 
fever, when well water was
tenet to fay In htsettit and water, but the only- source of drinking 
'water
for this there was no time It was than our older physicians. one eif
not absolutely essential. The dull glow 'whom emphasised that fact in this
of the 6.111 U411 Wai still risible. I bail remark, that when he first came to
-my pillar of fire ain't smoke to guide this city people died of typhoid fever
me. Without further delay I jerked about as rapidly as from cholera.
footle the printer and drew the extra numbering all along from 60 to 1+0
dory alongside, per year.
I bad proecssiell Just so far le my 1 You will certainly observe that in
movements when the most extraorild the year of 1906 that-only 12 deaths
nary thing happened. I shall try to occurred fom typhoid fever, is from
tell you of it as acotitately as possible
and in the exact order of its occur-
rence. First a long, straight shaft-of
white light shot straight up through
the cabin roof to a great height. It
an ordinary light shines througti glass.
By contrast the surrounding blackness
was thrown into it deeper shade, and
yist the shaft itself was sb brilliant as
almost to seotch the sight. Curiously
enough, It was defined accurately, be-
ing exartly iii shape like one of the
rectangular tin air shafts you see so
often In city hotels. At the instant of
Its appearance the wind felt quite
calm.
Almost Inoutslistely the rectangle on
the roof thottiols whieh the light Made
its tnlattage 1.• gnu to splay out like
lightel oil, aithwi-..in the column retain-
ed still the Integrity of its outline.
lite fire, if suelalt....411.1 be called, ran
with rapidity al. mg the
seams between the planks forward and
aft 11 tlw entire.deck was sketched
like a 1yro:1.4.1111iC tliSlday in thin.
lines of ineandeeeenee. From each
of these lints then the fire began again
to spread. as though soaking through
It,.' planks.
All took Piave prneticallY In an In-
stant of time I hail no opportunity
I, m.)%e or to ir3 out Indeed. my
pereept keel eo• Diade.pInte to the
task of mere obeervation to now
there had beet' no sound. 'The whol
tunt folk.n. The asters' paased min.)
Heed. A stiliness of death seemed to
the same disease in the year of 1907.
and as yet so fa: in this year. one-
third of which iris about gone. the
deaths have to Increase to reach
either number.
shone through the wooden planks ns; I The Same reduction in the mar
tuary report of the r•ty eon will ltil.4)
observe in al: the bowel diseases since
filtered water has been the principal
source of drinking water.
1 There is but one salvation for the
wells of our city that is continually
replenished by sipe water Make a
jug of them by walling them up at
least with two layers of brick. well
:cemented and plastered this subject
to continua: inspecton of the sani-
tary officers with the approval of the
board of health.
I In this manner you perceive that
sipe water is tarred out altogether
and only the rain water allowed to
run in from the top of the weil or
cistern.
I Also as much as the winter fins
been so very mi:d and spring seem-
ingly developing very early. allow me
to insist on the public cleaning at
'least the rear peesnises before the ad-
I vent of hot weather; *oar obedient
servant. -*. t. etruVE8.
Health Officer tit* be 'Paducah.
the next 36 hours. At Paducah and
you DoNer I/Aux To wArr ' Cairo. will continue falling siti_rlog the
weer? doss woke. 7.. ,rebetser. 1.41..pa next 24 hours.
keeper:ear whole tarldee right Pala as Ow The Tennessee from Florence to
maway.haalt piss ewarywwww toseMessts. below Johnsonville, will rise during
-  the next 36 hours.
1 The towboat Lyda arrived from the The Mississippi from Chester to
Cumberland this morning with a tow slightly above Cairo, will rite durlog
of ties. She west on to Joppa w:th the next 24 to 2.; hours.
her tow. , The Wabash at Mt. Carmel will
continue rising during the next 24
The Clyde shipbel1411118 Yards pro- hours.
duced 509 vessels doting 1,07. as!
coMpired With 372 the previous year. 1.1ghee (lunged.
-r----- Office of Instu ,tor, Fourteenth Ohs-
Au instant later thelatire crew stile*. Wet. Cintinnati. Ohio, April 27th.1LIGHTS
1
gled out from the conspenicsaway. rush. 1908. 1
ed In grim silence to the side of the Masters and pilots are notified that
vesoel and threw thomosires into the the light. Shawneetown Bend. No.
nes. 394; has been moved down the river
bly -own Ideas wpm somewhat eon- about 100 yards. Wabash river light.
 -o- fused. The are had peteticelly Pavel- No. 3119. has been permanently lo-
oped the ship. I thought to feel It..cated on the tree about 60 yanks Iron
nod yet my skin wee cool to the touch, .the Ohio river, where it has beet
The ship's outlines became blurred. A temporarily shown since January,
dizzinees overtook me, and then all at 1 . C. M. STONE.
owe a great desire seised and shook 'Lieutenant Commander. C. 18 Nevi
my eirs. soul. I cannot tell you the
vehement, of this dealt". It was a
madness. Nothing (-paid stand in the
way of its gratifiestkm. Whatever
happened, I must have water. It was
n.g thirst nor yet a purpose to allay








Mt. Carmel  11.8 0.3
Nashville  21 6 3.3
Pittsburg ..   3.8 0.5
St. Louis  17.1 0.0
Mt. Vernon 23.3 0.0
Paducah .   26.2 0.5
Burnsides   11.2 3.4















Ms mitre crew threw, themselves Into
War Spirit Rampant: Don't yon. the sea.
th,nk. Major." Inq,uired the young 
, .
man in the Hoot row, "that he .sings have 6.9°Pad"12 °" II"' shte' it was
battle-song..those sItree testly ?'• I bralaya 
by a sharp. double report one
the..yes. indev... replied tile gentleman as of fall of a metallic setettance.
aforesaid:..so ma: i stietc:y . in fact.itbe.oftier caused by- 
the body of Tule,
laos. front Ws truck
rail of the ahlp and splashed or-
%% bleb I ass now dimly coueeions, but
a craving for the liquid itself as some-
thing apart front and unconnected with
anyth1ng elev. Witholithesitatiou and
as though it were the most natural
thing In the world I milted the rail
brOirsoit myself Into the Oceow. I dimly
.remember a hist flying lInpreettion of •
'firm.* of light. th4It'S Viet 'hoc*
thudded through met:luta 8 last coa l
(To be continued In ami Wee.) .
River stage at 7 o'clock this morn-
ing read 24.2. a fall of 0.5 since yes-
terday morning.
I The Dick Fowler left for Cairo this
morning at 8 o'clock with a big trip
of freight and passengers. fillie will
return tonight at 9 o'clock.
The towboat Mary Anderson or-
lived front Duck river yesterday with
a tow of lumber. She was coaled by
the West Kentucky Coal company
and 'returned to Duck river last night
lafter another tow of lumber.The towboat ('harles Turner ar-rived from the Cumberland yesterday
with a tow of ties. She went on to
Rome with-her-tow.- -- --
The Royal had a good business
both in the passenger and freight line
today on her trip, from Golconda here
and return. .
' The Buttorff arrived from Clarks-
ville this morning with a big trip of
freight and left at noon today for
Nashville with a big trip.
The Joe Fowler arrived from Ev-
ansville this morning with a good
sized trip of freight and a number of
passengers. She returned at 11
o'clock.
The John S. Hopkins will be the
Evansville packet tomorrow Morning.
The Clyde will leave tonight at 6
o'clock for the Tennessee with a big
trip of freight and a number of Pas
sengers, some round trip passengers.
The George Cowling made two
good business trips between Metrop-
olis and Paducah today. .
The towboat Mildred left today for
Riverton. Ale, with a tow of sand
for the Sheridan Kirk Construction
company.
AThe Antercan arrlied from the
of 
etw lpril0„hiobatrhgl%morning with a tow
! The big towboat Russell Lord got
away this morning for White river
with a tow of empty barges. She
I will return with a tow of cross-ties
. for the Ayer & Lord Ti.- company',
I The towboat Reaper arrived from
'Memphis today with a tow of empty.
barges. She will clean boilers and
ileave for the lower M.ssissipni with
a tow of roe: for the West Kentucky
Coal company.
1 The Egan is In port from Casey-
ville with a large tow of coal for tile
1
West Kentu. ky Coal company'
The 'Kentucky is due tomorrow
night front the Tennessee and will
i return Saturday night.
I the Camelia left this morniing forthe Cumberland after a tow of ties
for the Ayer & Lord Tie company.
I Chtl.f engineer of the Clvde. James,isurk, has resigned and has see-Med
a position with the Union Sand con,-
pan', of Memphis. MT James St.
!Jehn, who has been engineer on the
ipaeket Royal; has accepted tit, post-
i oon oi chief engineer of the ClydeMn Tom Latham has taken the post-oon as engineer of the Royal.
I The government steamer, Golden
Rod, was slightly damaged at Evans-
ville Monday afternoon, the steam r
'Howling Green harking into the head
of the government boat. Th. re Wall
itOrlIgider/Atik exvitetnertt on hoard th.•
1 howling Green among the 'Nissen-.




The Ohio at Evansville and Mt
Vernon, no material change during
Inspector, tourteeitth Light Houi
District.
Launch °swarm Protest.
The Cincinnati Commercial Tribn
says "Owners of pleasure launch
on the Ohio river have united as at
man *in prot• sting to Congressm
floebe: and Longsworth against
Plan of making them subject ,to
tense and inspection Jaws the same
the operators of steamboats have
submit to At the present owners
launches who run Owl,' boats sin
for themselves and their friends
not for hire are their own ma*
and do not pay license or etana
*ruination to show they are cot
tent to Masai* the boats 505
W KISS ESDA 11: APRIL 29.
ROYAL
Baking Powder
The only Baking Powder made
with Royal Grape Cream of Tartar
-made from grapes-
Insures healthful and
delicious food for every
home-every day
Safeguards your ha against
alum aud pihsphak of lime
the river men wanted them brought
under the rules like all the others,1
but the launch owners declare they I
want to remain responsible so them. I
selves alone. Their friends have
Joined with them In the protest to the
congressmen. and it Is .1....ated that
the license and inspection piojert is
biocked this year."
Snags liostroyed.
On her way from Se Louis to ,
Memphis the H. G. Wilght tiestro,edt
snags as follows: One,at Krtskaska.!
5 at Buffalo Isld. 1 at Hee, hi ltidge,t
at HAss-lit Larding. I le l'hurtikee!
CrossIng. in bend of Island No. it.
2 at Nebraska LandOig,. 4 at Gold
Dust Towhead. 2 at New nevelt, 2
us Plum Point. 2 above Pecan
e°1 1111. 2 andintg,I*1"daitt,  t
Monad City bat . tual. 28 snags.
Anneuncement.
W.. take pleasure in announcing to
the public that alter May 1. 199S. ah
sit...A-weirs to Mr. J. W. Agnew, we
Sill be ready to do at. kinds of batik
and offiee fixtures and carpenter atork





C. I.. Van Meter. Manager.







From Savannah Netra, March 2d.)
The above dastardly act Would have been im-
possible if they had had electric heal.
h4ve
the time he got the bulb unscrewed, he would
recovered from his fit of temper.
lksides, he couldn't have seen where to throw
it, as dis(onnecting it would have cut off the light,
and stopping the flow would have cut If expense,
thus making his pastime less exPeruive
This is only ONE of the advantages ELECTRIC
There are others.
Write, telephone or call.
•
Paducah Light & bower
Company
'11....tiwraled
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-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
Broadway, Phone 196.
-Forma for real ebtate agents far
sale at this once.
-Mr. H. C. Hollins has left the
city for a few months, and I have ac-
quired an interest In his business and
shall look aft*. it for him.' Any in-
formation with refereace to any
'branch At it will twelve prompt at-
tention If you will sail up The Sun
(Mice. Both phones 368. B. J. Paz-
ton.
--Dr. Warner, veterinai Ian. Treat-
ment of domestic aninuels. Both
plumes 131
-We can give you the finest ear-
riages In the city fity wedding, ball
and theater calls- 94r prices are low-
er than those chaird for like service
in any city in AM rico. Our service
Is second to none, and the best In this
city. Palmer Transfer Company.
-If you want a nice lawn sow
Brunson's laws grass seed. Flower
seed that grow. Brunson's Flower
Shop. 6t9 Broadway.
-For hod* numbers, door Plates,
brass stencils, brass and aluminum
checks of all kinds, rubber type signs,
markers. Si. The Diamond Stamp
Works, 115.19outh Third. Phone 358.
_Cameras. Cameras, Cameras, and
kodak supplies of all kinds at R. D.
-Th,pse auticipating the purchase
of anything In inesoneental work
should see the artistic display of mar-
ble and granite at the shop of Wh-
iten) Lydon, West Trimble street. be-
fore placing their orders.
F. Perry, painter and dem-
/ rator. estimates furnished, prices rea-
sonable. Old phone 1556. Shop and
residence 826 Clark.
OVER CITY
('APT. MATTDRY WILL SAIL HIS
AIRSHIP TOMORROW. -
abernethies About Dirigible Balloons
and How They Are Propelled
and Steered.
Por the first time an airship will to-
morrow afternoon, sail over the city
of Paducah. The ship will be "The
America," sakes to be the f tug test , moat
perfect and most scientific ship ever
constructed, it will be eommanded by
C4.14. William Mattery, one of the
most demons and by long odds the
nice -daring aeral navigators In the
country lie has the distinction of
being the only aeronaut who ever
classed 'Ake Michigan in an airehip.
"The America" whirl* will be on ex-
hibition at Wallace park tomorrow
afternoon, win leave its moorings be-
tween 2 end 5 o'clock. and according
tc the schedule will make a flight
over the city.
The ship is dirigible and can be
steered with success in a gale not ex-
ceeding ten miles an hour. It is much
heavier than air and is manipulated
entirely by a propeller, rim by a 30
home-power gasoline engine and steer-
ed -The 
bag which supports the frame-like
basket in which ('apt. Mattery rides
and which also bolds the engine, rud-
der and propeller, is 60 feet long and
17 feet in diameter at the center, tap-
ering to a sharp point, at au* end.
The bag is made of imported Japan-
ese silk, coated with a secret Preserv-
ing oreparyon which makes it abso-
lutely airtight. Ten -thousand cubic
TILE POW(( l'.:1\thti SUN
dies of the Honsedlission arret[dy will
jarl•:iat in re,eiviug.forA fr e will offer--IN SOCIAL CIRCLES
-The Luther League will meet Itset of las are required to inflate the
Thursday afternoon at the home of bag. The gas is sulphuric acid from
Mrs. Frank Kirchhoff. 118 South Sec- tron ebarings and water
end street -
--The "big top" under which the
Cosmopolitan shows and carnival wilt
be given next Week is being put up
by the canvass men today and every-
thing will be In readiness for the
shows to start of without interrup-
ting the first night. The tent is the
hayeest ever pet up in Paducah. -
- The Mite am let)'of the Evan-
gel-ral eburcii will meet tomorrow
afternoon with Mrs:, Richard „Endrles
Caritas Howard, one of the
est colored reeldents of the city, wh
re-etched et It id Ms!IICITeltY seedier.
died iblieley morning of o:d age. "11
e body was taken iii Covington. lean.
for burial Monday.
--1114th mhool boy% still have a
tnok .tzael May * at the High
se teed W R. when ill oc-k will be
on tralefor murder Edward Cave
•nti F,dwatel Michel will struggle to
free lulu ahr:e the commonwealth
all' hi' rtprr•ented to Frank Luften-
burg and Edwin Randle., Attorney
8 E. Clio will preside as judge. and
beep tee younx lawlers straight in
their battle. Admission by invitation.
The reenter averting of the
C T will be held in tbe
ream 'ref the Pleat Baptist ellfnazh
morrow at p m.
After Ma, 1 all orthe delinquent
eit) 'trance pa%era will have warrant.
sworn out aga'nst them by R. B.
II ks. tit, license Inspector...
CAVALRY
aiERVIIVE NOW -OPEN Ti) RE-
CRUITS Ti) U. N. ARMY.
lairnser Boy* WWI if Horses
Cheame That Ileassele-ellty Inds
.tre "1/00igh Roys.*Z
Final lions" Nerawbetrien.
The first home grown strawberries
were brought on the market 'ester-
tiny to Ed Flee her. residing near
Wallace park, and Walter Grubbs.,
eseleing nn the Cairo road The ber-
ries were large and Urns and the
smarts had no trouble in disposing
of their lot at 20 cents a tem. which
is. cents higher than the shipped
Mr ries
DeQuis--"Ilave you heard a robin
y et
lieWhis "No: hut I've seen a wo-
man with her hoed tied up In a towel





In the mind of Ile sernpu-
lout housewife, spring clean-
ing and buy eitermihators are
indissolubly linked - a n d
rightly so. Bug extermina-
tors, insect powders and moth
balls are as necessary to house
cleaning as soap and water
and we have the best line of
them that can be bought. We
handle the Diamond Braid of
pure Delmatien Insect Powder






dtb & 'roadway kilt Plinet77
Captale William L. Reed, of the
United Static army, accepted seven
reeruits for Uncle Sam.army from
iergeaut C. A. Blake yesterday after-
loon. Captain Reed arrived from
:'aire 'yesterday Merging; 'where he
recurecl six recruits. 'In the after-
loon be left for Princeton. Sergeant
N. E Brandon, of the Paducah re
roiling stilton, will open a branch'
errultIng station at Paris. Tenn..
Ma) 1. 2 and It Sergeant Blake
ads'a splendid record for April In
ferule'. The recruits: Infantry,-
'ads' Hampton. of Paducah: Rufus
ushenberry, of Pembroke:. Charles
H. Evans, of Metropolis. Emmett R.
Davis, of Paducah. Seacoast artillery
--Jerome Dunn. of Simpson. Cav-
tlry.,-Mason Lay, of Metropolis. and
Leeman Rain. of MeNolt. III. All of
the men left for Jefferson barracks,
Mo., to receive preliminary nettling
*White in 
the city Captain Reed
said that the cavalry was open again.
to recruits. Most of the recruits have
bees placed In the infantry, but as
the result of the slack work in the
large citieethe infantry Is well filled.
and now the cavalry is open for the
choice of recruits. Most of the men
secured from , cities prefer the in-
fantry. but practically all of the
farmers' boys like the horses and
choose the cavalr.
BRINE 4IIVNN ATTIIHNIKIB
I NSITMAD itE UlWliT
Attorney D. G. Park, as attorney
for W F. Purdy, administrator of the
estate of W. D. Melton, of Bandana.
ioday received, a check for $1,000
bons the Home Life Insurance com-
pany of New York, to cover a polke
held in the company by Mr. Melton.
The company denied liability on the
grounds that the payments had lapsed
before death. The attorney adopted
ur.useal -course of filing a brief CAT-
'wise the points at baste irith the at-
torneys of ,,he compane rather than
bring the ease in court, and thr more
proved euecessful. The attorneys af-
ter considering the brief recommended
that 5e policy be paid, the extended
insurance tine on the policy covering
the time lapsed.
VrItal fiedwrs Divorce.
New York. April :b.-Frits! Scheff,
the comic opera ster, received a re
port from the referee In her divorce
case that an interlocutory decree will
be signed in her favor, Her husband







/4011^1d -This 1,ssd will he packed in
both HIljah's Manna and Cost Toastles
• cartnea whiCe the people are heenmlai
aernstromned *015d change el name. It
us tiresome Isod Is roe..
Made by
Tnetam Cereal Comisney. LImIted
Battle Cleat. bitch.
1
Enigagenieut of Me. Melvin Waller-
stein to Miss Wachtel, of Georgia%
Announced.
Mr, and Mrs. Charles Wachtel, of
Macon, Georgia, announce the en-
gagement of their daughter. Gertrude,
to Mr. Melvin - B. Wallerstein, of Pa-
ducah. The Macon Telegraph says:
"Miss itVachtet-is very handsome and
attractive, and few young ladies in
Macon have more admiring friends."
Mr. Walerstein is the son of 'Mr.
and Mrs. Jacob Wallerstein and one of
Paducah's most popular young men.
No date has yet been set for the wed-
ding. •
•
Woe. Sherrill to Entewtain for tine..
Mrs. Clarence 11. Sherrill. 2416
Fountain avenue, will entertoin with
an informal Tea on Thursday after-
noon from 4:34 until o'clock in
honor of her'house guest, Miss Mary
Swiggart, of Union City, T:an.
Marpriow Party.
Miss Gertrude Voight gave a sup
prise party last night in honor of
Misses Nell and Minnie Voight, 102R
South Fifth street. and a pleasant
evening was spent with various games
Delightful refreshments were served.
Those present were: Misses Ella
Kelly, Nellie Roark, Gertrude Voight,
Kate Menard. Ruth Moore, Minnie
Voight, Neil Volght, and Mesita': Ea'
Menard. George Rock, Mr. Rash, Earl
Ingram. Harry Voight, N Broadfoot,
Harley Rector and Fred Bahr.
iicolt-liewier Wedding and Reception.
The marriage of Miss Marjorie
Scott and Mr. Edwin Elmore Bewley,
ef Fort Worth, Texas, will be solemn-
ized this evening at 9 o'clock. at the
home of Mr, and Mrs. Frank I. Scott,
3:13 North Ninth street' A limited
number of friends will witness the
etrettiony which will be beautiful and
impreseive. A reception from 9:3o
to 11:30 will follow tile ceremony and
will .include a large number of
guests.
Delphic Club to Pruden. Egypt at
Open Meeting.
The annual open meeting of the
Delphic club will be held, on Saturday
alternoou at 3 o'clock at the Woman's
duly house. Each member is permit-
ted two guests. it wfil be • delight-
ful social oceasion with the following
attractive program:
Welcome address by the president
Mrs, Mildred Davis.
Musks - -QUartPtIP-- IA Soren*
Miss Bagby. Prof. Deal; cor
net, Mts. Seitz. piano, Miss Reed.
Paper-Pre-Dynastic Eglilt-- &Vs,-
Fowler.
tante -Beier Synopsis of Historical
Periodf -Mrs. George Flournoy,
Papille-The Nile- Was Lowry.
Music--The glare Song- Teresa
del Rugo---Mies Dryfuas,
Paper-- A Trip from Heliopolis td
Thehee- Miss Carrie Rieke
Paper--The Law Giver-Mrs.
George Wallace.-
-91/11X - The Bundelero
Mr. Robert Scott.
Paper-Cleopatra - Mrs. Frank
Scott.
California Wedding,
The San Bernardino (Cal.) Daily
Sun of April 22 says of a wedding of
especial Interest here, the bridegroopt
Meng a former Paducah boy with a
host of Wendt; in his native town:
"Miss Katherine Tudor Hughes. of
Glendale. and Edward B. Jones, of
the San Bernardino Drug company.
'were the principals in a pretty and
impressive, though quietly celebrated
wedding which occurred at 8 o'clock
on Monday evening at the home of
the bride's sister In Glendale. The
pretty bride is a native of Utica, New
York. and has lived In CalKorola
about a year and a half, and the wed-
ding which *as witnessed by a very
small company Of relatives and
friends is the sequel of an interesting
little romance. After a short stay in
Los Angeles and participation In the
fleet festivities. Mr. anti Mrs. Jones
will return to San Bernardino and
make their „home at 210 South Mt.
Vernon avenue The groom's many
friends will anxiously await the op-
portunity to congratulate Almon his
good luck, and a cordial welcome will
be extended to his bride. Mr. Jones
Is a son of Mrs. L. W. Jones, and
brother of -H. F.. Jones and 0. B.
Jones, and has made gn enviable rec-
ord as a business man in San Her-
nardirm_since. he became a resident
about a year ago, purchasing at that
time with J. K. Wachtel!, the busi-




A delightful party was given Mr.
WIII Jordon In honor of his forty-
birthday at his home, R18
ficuth Third street. on Monday even-
ing. Tbe dining room was beauti-
fully decorated and the hineheon
most appetizing Mr..lordon was well
rerhembered hr his many friends.
During the evening his wife presented
him with a beautiful gold IA'. 0 NV
ten Among those prevent were Mr
and lire Will Roger. Mrs. Duchra
Manus, Miss Viola Walters. Mini Anna
Houseman and Mr, end -Mrs. WI,I
Jordon.
Church Social for Threnaday Evening.
The Woman's., Home IMission so-
clot Y of the Broadway Methodist
church will glve a "measuring social"
tomorrow evening at the district par-
sonage, 1104 Jefferson street., the
home of the Rev J W., litaekard and
Mrs Rlackard. It will be an unique
affair and a delightful social oelvelon
Music Rad refresh Meets WUI he pleas-
ant feature* of the evening The la-
of live (stets eo..ty ken and
one cent for uuu II extra inch of height
is asked front the guests.
Box Pasties and Theater Parties
Widener Last Night.
The coming of IAIHan Russell to
Pedgeah was made an occasion of so-
cial prominence. Tim audience was a
brilliant one and included several
theater parties of out-of-town people.
The boxes were all filled. Oceupying
the two boxes to the right of the
stage were six couples or the Scott-
Fiewley wedding party: Mei, tesett and
Mr. Bewley, Miss Gregory. of Louie-
vine, and Mr. Vaughan Scott. Miss
Bruen, of Miseoari, and Mr. Morton
Hand, Miss Obear, of fit. Louis, and
Mr. Edwin Paxton. Miss Blanche Hills
and Mr. David Koger, Miss Frances
Wallace and Mr. Geerge Metes.
The. -opiiosite boiel were Oorupied
by: Mr. and Mrs. John W. Keller,
M:Pti Anil* Webb, Miss Elizabeth
Grimes, of Elizabethtown, Miss Kath-
eiine Quigley, Mr. Frank Davis, Mr.
I.eo Keifer; Mr. and Mrs. William F.
Bradebaw, Jr., Miss Katherine Pow-
ell. Mies Lucia Powell and Eliza-
beth Kirkland.
Civics Committee Meet Today.
The Civics department of the worn.
an's club, Miss Adine Morton, chair-
man, met this morning in regular
monthly session at the club house.
Routine business wits the order of bile
Mr. and Mre. Eli G. Boone arrived
home last evening from Wastigton,
D. C.. where Mrs. Boone attended the
National D A. R. congress as regent
oe the Paducah chapter.
Mrs. Minnie Diameter; and eon,
eau), Sunday for Nash% ille, Tenn.
to visi ds
Mr ry Page left ties morning
for Mideleport, Ohio. to sp rid several
months visiting relatives.
Master Lynn Morris, of 11129 South
Eleventh street. Is !drilling his uncle.
Mr. J. B. Morris, at Grenada, Miss.
Mr. John Jones, order buyer for
the French government at MutraY,
spent last night in the city.
Julian Jones. a school teacher of.
Caeoway county, was in the city lest
night. ' •
G..W. Downs and Warren Swan.
tobacco dealers of Murray, were here
last night..
' Hon. Charles K. Wheeler left this
morninlit for Wickliffe to defend the
East Tennessee Telephone -company
in several Suits that will'he tried this
term of court.
Elwood Neel. deputy United States
marshal, 'left this morning for Clin-
ton to summon witnesses to court In
Owensboro.
Miss 1,111ian Bodenheiver, 631
South Fifth street, Is CI hitay of the
grip..
Miss; Mary Swiegart, of Union City
T nn., is the gucet this week of Mr.-
('. If, Sherrill. 20r. Fountain avenue.
Captain Henry Leyte, of St. Louis,
it. visiting the Lfyhe fleet up the Ten-
nessee river.
MT. Charles E. Jennings left today
for Baltimore and will be gone abopt
a week.
Mrs. Frank 0. Watts. of Nashville
Tenn.. arrived thie afternoon to -visit
Mrs Robert Rocker Phillips at Wood-
lawn. Mrs. John Arnold Bell, of
Nashville, will come tomorrow from
Paris, Tenn., where she is-attending
the Tennessee Fedbration of 'Woman's
clubs.
Night Rider 1k-topers.
Mayfield, Ky., April 29.-It is be-
lieved that since the night rider invest
igation has started so strenuously In
Calloway county, several. of die refu-
gees have been visiting in and around
this city, Two or three strange coun-
try men have applied at homes south
of town, within the past few days, and
asked for permission In remain over
night, and during their stay talked
in a very suspiclous manner sheet tbd
iondittons in CaliowaY
This is the young man's
list as well as Suit store.
Our Hata have strong
backing. The biggest
heads in this town are
upholding them.
No matter what iá the
size of your head or
your purse your hat size




As soon as the coasts are settled in
the Scott Hardware company case In
bankruptcy. Referee Bagby will make
reeourmendations to Judge Evans that
the case be closed and a discharge is-
sued. The estate paid about 12 per
cent of the total Indebtedness.
A. E. Boyd, trustee of the Thomp-
son-Wilson company estate has filed
a petition, asking that be be allowed
to sell the notes and accounts belong-
leg to the company. May 9 was set
se the day for hearing the petition.
Deeds Filed,
John Kupke to V. A. Carron, prop-
erty on Koerner street, $154).
To Sell Registret
COunte Judge Lightfoot ̀iesued an
order yesterday permitting Cecil Reed,
assignee of the Register Newspaper
company, to sell the plant and estab-
lishment of the Register at private
sale If $1,5.010,1 could be had for the
property. If no offer of $16,000 is
received, the assignee will offer the
outfit at public sale May 11 and dis-
pose of It to the. highest and best
bidder.
Marriage lArenses.
Edwin Elmore Bewley and Mar-
jorie &eta.
In Police Court.
The docket this morning in police
court was an unusually short one,
with only two eases to occupy the
attention of Judge Cross. Tbe docket
read: Using insulting language-Lon
Farrell, dismissed. Breach of peace
--Riley Pitman, continued until
April 30.
TRADE -TO BE CHANGED,
Lam Fifective in New England States
May I Are Index.
Boston, April 28.-Conditions gov-
erning traMe in intoxicating liquors
In many sections of New England
wil becofe considerable disturbed on
May I. when changes in local option
take place, and temperance workers
are pointing to the general situation
as an 'index' of the spreading senti-
ment agsinst saloons.
In. Massachusetts by changes in
six cities and 36 towns, 210 licensed
places, or 10 per cent of the total
number, must abandon the liquor
business at 11 o'clock Thursday
night.
In Vermont only 27 cities and
towns Wit legalize the sale ofliquor
this year as compared with 92 license
cities and towns five years ago. when
local option took the place of pre-
hibition.
In New Hampshire an important
ruling of the state license comfis-
Pittner ekes effeet on May 1, ,whereby
druggists' licenses throughout the
state will be abolished, and in Rhode
Island the temperance interests have
just succeeded In forcing restrictive
liquor legislation threugh the house
of representatives.
PATS $900,000 FOR HITINBAND.
Plucky Philadelphia Girl Reelised
Tendered Check.
New York, April 2 .-The story
of how she paid $200,000 for her
husband was told by Mrs. William J.
Ryan. formerly Miss Helen K. Clom•
blos. of Philadelphia. who is spending
her honeymoon at the Plaza hotel In
they city.
Ryan, who la the owner of several
theatrical ticket offices In Philadel-
phia hotels, confirmed the dramatic
tale.
The fathe'r of the bride is William
Henry Comblos, millionaire banker of
Philadelphia, and he objected to
Ryan at a suitor. Last week the
flung couple decided to be married.
They went to Comblos'• private Mike
and informed him of their intention.
Combios turned silently to his desk
and wrote a cheek payable to his
daughter for $21)(5.4)00. Then he said:
"This is for you if you won't do
It."
The girl looked at her fiance, but
he stood silently waiting' the verdict.
She looked back at her father, who
said nothing more Then she gave
one affectionate glance at the Check
and said: '7
"I think we'll get married."
And father tore up the check.
FIRM fit/WENDS liVA'Artille
MEMBER KILLS HIMSELF.
New ,York, April 29.-Coster
Knapp & company, a stock exchange
firm, suspended today, following the
•tilelde of Charles Custer, Br,, a mem-
ber, during the night. No statement of
issets and liabilities.
Medical Dianalsters.
Medical examiners to eximine all of
the applicants'for positions as teert-
yrs will beeletted by the school board
at the replier tendon Tuesday even-
Ike termmittee tag derided- 'lilies
Dr Della Caldwell. Or. .1. T. Retidkk
feud Dr. Vernon Blythe, and It le as-
sured the board will elect them..
Tommy-Pop, what is the differ-
ence between a dialogue and a mono-
logue
Tommy's Pop-When two women
talk, my .on, it. a dialogue: when
a woman carrieo on a conversation
with her husband it's a dialogue.-
Philadelphia Record.
The fishhook rectum Is the compass





Great Wheel of Fortune
10c Counter
For 10c in cash more values
are put up on this bargain
counter than any other
place in the city; large and
valuable articles for the
home and garden are shown
here daily. New articles of
great value are placed on
this counter daily.
IT IS THE SHOPPERS' DELIGHT




Subscribem inserting want ads in
The San will kindly remcmher that
all such items ale to be paid for whet&
lb. ad is bisected. the rule applying
to every one without exception.
FOR heating and etterewood rise
437, F. Levin.
FURNISHED ROOMS for light
housekeeping. 313 Madison.
-WANTED-Collector. Apply Credit
Tallorkt 118% Smith Third street- ,
WALL PAPER-On walls. Room
complete, $3.50. 1856-Leroy.
FOR RENT-Fie-room cottage,
1032 Monroe. Apply to F. K. Thdier.
OVERSTREET, the painter. Old
phone 2559.
FOR RENT - Nicely furnished




ance solicitor. Address T. care Sun.
FOR RENT-Rooms over Lendler
& Lydon. Posseesion given at once.
Lendler & Lydon, 209 Broadway. .
PORTER WANTED at Noah's Ark
store. Must be good wan and come
well recommended'-
HOUSE FOR RENT-Three blocks
from P. 0. Apply 441 South Sixth
street.
WANTED-First clam house girl,
well recommended, at 314 North
Sixth.
FOR SALE-Lot 501175, In west
ern part of the city. It In the market
address B. R. W., care Sun.
LOST-Five flat keys on ring. Re-
turn to this office and receive re-
ward.
FOR up-to-date painting and paper
hanging, 'McClain & Rogers. Both
phones 961.
J. E. MORGAN 110110 shostog,
general making, rubber Wilt *Of
South Third.
FOR RENT-One nicely furnished
room for two, with board. Bath, etc.
Also family sewing solicited. 626
Kentucky avenue.
GET OUT that old suit of last year
and have it cleaned and pressed by
James Ditty, South Ninth near Broad.
way, and it will look like new.
DR..KINCWROOKB, dentist, has
returned to the City and located his
office in room 7. Truehart building,
next to the Catholic church, on Broad-
WIT
FOR SALE-One 14 horse-powie
rasolibe engine. Franklin make. Suit-
able for gasoline boat. Newly over-
hauled. Will sell at a bargain Ad-
dress V. I. Knowles, care Sun.
A-FOR-1-4A-00--Arit-bargala, seven-
room slate roof new brick house.
Lot 55x145. on Sixteenth street be-
eMefn Monroe and Madison. Ring
()id_ phone' 1562. ,
SALESMAN WANTED-Sell retail
trade, your locality; $68 per month
and expenses to start, or commission.
Experience unnecessary. Hermingsen
Cigar Co., Toledo, 0.
LOST-Lady's open fate gold
watch with fob. Saturday afternoon
between R19 Broadway and Rudy's.
Finder please return to 819 Broad
way and receive reward.
BARGAIN. easy paynients. Five
room house near Union depot. Cash
$2014. balance 85 00 per month. Mc'
Cracken Pest Estate anti Mortrle•
, 1111 9onth Sixth. okt phone 765.
Nee" *OM
FOR RENT-Two furnished rooms,
419 South Fourth:,
'FOR SALE-Mikik cow, with or
without calf. Apply to Jake Bieder-
man-, Seventh street. . -
THANK HISGARTY, plastering
contractor. Prompt attention to Joie,
bing. Phorag,1 433.
STRATIMIENWOBli:. dint Inellitra
(nearly black) mutely cow. I.. IL
Durrett. Oldtphone 652.
SHOE REPAIONG-First clam
work ouaranteed. 513% North Tenth,
Prices 'reasonable.
IRVIN POLK has fine pasture,
plenty' spring water, near city. Phone
911 ring-1.
OR RENT -- Three unfurnished
rooms near Broadway. Apply 333
North Third street..
FOR RENT-Two nicely furnished
names with bath. Apply 303 Madi-
son.
FOR ogrer-_-enegant cottage, all
modern conveniences. Apply 531
North Sixth sliest/
LOST-A gold pin and tie Sunday
afternoon at park or on Broadway
ear. Reward for return to this of-
fice.
--T-HENT or for sate on rental
bit , nice cottage, month, nice boon-
near feetories and street car.
4dgan's grocery, 122 Kentucky ave.
Old phone 787.
WANTED- Good tensile with
three or more members over 14 years
of age desiring to work in cotton
mill. For information see M. L.
Wbiteaker at Stephen!' grocery,
tyler. Ky. Transportation furnished.
Will Go After Mr. Johnson.
Chief of Police Collins received a
telegram this afternoon from A. H.
Swallow, district attorney of Gold-
field, Nevada, Instructing the chief to
send Detective T. J. Moore after W.
Z. Johnson, who purchased a diamond
ring from A. Pollock for $326 last
July and gave a bad check for pay-
ment. Swallow telegraphed Chili'
Collins that the warrant bad bee*
executed and he desired Detective
Moore to start immediately. Johnson
has been In jail in Goldfield for !lev-
eret months.
'
May Be Another Strike.
Another strike of carOenttrs may
result should the contractors remain
Arm in their demagda that before
they sign a contract for another year
with the men at 37% cents "efbour
the men shall first sign -an agree-
ment not to take contracts them-
'White for work,...--out work only f'' 
thecontractgim" MIMI=•
Treace to Property Owners.
The board of public works and city
engineer will* inspect the granitoid
sidenalks, combined curb and gutter,
on both sides of Farley Place from
the west curb line of Meyers street
to the north curb line of Clements
street. at 4 o'clock, on Friday after
noon. May 1, 1904: constructed by
the Paducah Paving company under
ordinance authorising same. The
abutting property owners see notified
accordingly.
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS.
By I.e. F. Kolb, Secretary.
L. A. Washington, City Engineer.
C. K. I.. A. Euchre
The euchre given by the C. K. L.
of A.. which was postponed from
Easter Monday, will take elate tomor-
row (Thursday) night at the K of C.
hall. A large crowd is desired, as the
proceeds are for charity. The game
Starts promptly at 8:$0 o'clock.
WM. LYDON. Pretet.
•
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DELINQUENT TAX BILLS
FOR CITY OF PADUCAH, 1907
Abbott, Della. Sowell add.  9
Agnew, Lucy. 904 Ky. Ave 
Akezander, J. C., 9th, Clark &
Adams 
'Allison, J. M., 4th St. 
Atheine Augusta. Ella. St.
Algood. R.43. or R. Y.. Adams
Animals, J. N.. O'Brien's add.
Andersen. Craa.,Ctamblin Add
Anderson, P. W.,O'Brien add
Anderson, Miss Kate, 4th.
.Husti. and George 
Araistrong, J. T.. 12th liar-
ellen 
Argent, T. 0., 6th, Husband &
sleorge 
Baker. W. M.. liinklevile R.
Boyd, Mrs. Elie., 11th. Jones
end, Norton 
Bath, Die. Wagner, 6th & 7th
Baker, D. 0., Woodward &
Yeiser Ave 
Baird, Miss C. A., 14th St  
Barnett, W. W., B'way,'16th
and lith Sts. 
Baker, S. L., Farley Place 
Barnett. C. S., 3rd. Monroe
and Madison 
Bogard, W. A., Wash. 11 & 12
Bohannan„ Lulu, Bridge St 
Bohannan, J. D.. Bridge St 
Bonner. L. E., "Moore Track"
Bowling, M. A., Faxon add 
Brake. R. F., 12th St. 
11:own, Geo. H., Jeff. St 
Brown Bros., Salem ave 
Brigman, M. J.. Elwood ave.
Bryant, Sam 7011 liush. SL _
Brocats,- J. B., Lincoln axe 
Btyant, Walker, Jackson St 
Brown, J. W., 10th & Jones.
Bryant, Mrs. Belle. Enz. Se.
Branton, ,E. Worten add.
Browder. Allen and Kate,
Fountain ave. 
Branton, John, 10th, Boyd &
Flournoy 
Bryast Mrs. Jesse, 8th, Hug.
and Dockmon 
Brown, B. B., 12th St. 
Brandon, Geo. Beckman St 
Braeke, C. L., 12th and
Flournoy 
Burton, Rosa, Goebel ave 
Burkholder, H. F.Worten add
Burk, S. W., O'Brien's add 
'Burnett, Henry, Sway. 22nd
& 23rd Sts. 
-Budde, Frank, 12th, Caldwell
and Norton 
Biebon, Chas. E. 4th and Mad 
Bloodworth, M. A. Mill St..:
Blanton, L. P.. O'Brien's add.
Black, C. Se.. Thurman add 
Beatty, R. S., Jeff. St. 
Benton, Ltfla, 9111 anil Jones 
Berry. E. W., 8th and•Camp.
Berger, G. W. Tens. kat, 
Calissi, Rieha.rd,-11011* Leake
Avenue. 
Cartwright, John, Glenwood 
Carroll, Sallie, 7th Harris &
Boyd 
Cartha, Clara, 8th St. 
Carr, Albert, 9th &
Cartoan, Ernest, Clements St.
Cecil, Thos., N. 4th St 
City Lott & Inv. Co. Husb. &
Boockman 
• Clark, P. C., N. 12th St 
('lark, Mrs. Nancy, Etilah St 
Clark, Add., Bridge St. 
Clark, W. A., Thurman add 
....lee.. L. Cements St 
Connelly. Jas, Ashbrook ,ave 
Coleman. C. A.. So. 14M St 
Cenley, Mrs. M. L.. BO 3rd 
e'oleman. J. S, Faun. deerk 
Copeland.Anole, 1008 Ey.ave 
Conant, S. B., Elio & Broad-a--
Cohen, I. C., Monroe St
Cooper, J. B., Bridge-Bre  
Cresson, Claud, O'Brien's add 
Cunsingham, Jug, Bo. 4th 
Dalton. Ire:Benton
. S.. 7th Husbands
ated.Bockman  
Dervidson, J. & Co., George
and Bockman Sts. 
Davis, Mrs., Ashbrook ave 
Davis, Mrs. R T., 9th, Haab 
and Bockman 
Davis, Mrs. W. N., risherville
Davis, L. B.. So. 4tht St 
Day, J. M.. Green St. 
Dean, Mary, Mad. 12 &
Dearer, B. D., Thurman add.
Dteke W. J., Broadway, 22nd
& 23rd Sus. 
Deihl. Louis Thurman add 
Dill, C. L., Powell, ave. 
Dickson, J. T.. Little's add 
Dillen, J. B. M., 7th, Sway 
Dodd, 0. M.. 16th & Harrison
Desourhet, FA, Hayes ave 
• )ouch, Mrs. Robe Bloomfied
Downs, W. D., Trimble Stt 
• Drake, Oscar, N. 12th 
Drennan, Mary. Thurman add.
Duffy, Rose, 8th, Wash. &
Clark Ste. 
Death, J. IL. Sway 
Duigiud, G. C., 23rd & Sway
Duncan, Mrs. L. B., Bronson
avenue 
Dunnay, J. M., 9th, Adams
and Clark 
Easley, W., WTheeler. add.  
ledrington, Sarah, Sowell add 
Edwards, C. C., Little's add 
Elder, T. S.. So. 5th St. 
• Elrod & Story, Sway, near
oily limits 
Emmenton, T. E., Madison
11th & 12th 
Enders. John, Wagner are..
Farris, Joe, 9th, Harris &
Boyd 
Ferrell Heirs, Etc St• 
Faintest/1. Annie. Sway 
Faber. Otho. So. 5th St 
Flornoy, D. M., for mother
7th, & Harrison Sta. 
Maks. Arr.* hum. Oo. 10th
and etnntroe insa 
Foreman, /Z. W.. Madison,
21st, & 22nd 81s. 
Foreman, A. M.. Madison
21st & 22nd Ste. 
Fraean, J. N., Clemente St 
Futrell, Frank L., 4th. &
Clark Sta. 
Futrell, T. E., Clay St. 
Gallagher, M. H., 6M, Hush.
'6 George Bta. 
elan:mbar Lane. klb &
Trimble Sta. 
Garvey, Mrs. Judith, 60.
Gardner, j1. C., AS. St 
()sherd' fret's. Ells St  














3.12 Grief. Minnie, Frank and
Ruby. 12th, Jeff. & Mon 
.5 Grief, Nick eetate, Elia. 
Grief, A. W . Ky. ave. 2nd
32.51 & 3rd Sts. 
Greene J. B., Goebel are..
19.51 Gregory C. Trimble st.
6.79 Greer. Mettle. Foun. Park ad
Griffin, Ed.. 1345 So 9th 
14.21 Grouse. R. A.. Husbands
3.26 & George Sts. ......
Helton. L. J., 18th & Mad 
9.64 Henson. Mrs. S. F., I I th &
1.02 Tennessee 
Hendrick, John K. resat-.
27.6 7th & 9th  
Hessig. Dr. H. T
Javirson Ste  
Hall, A.. 121h, Clark &
Washington Ste. 
Hain, M. E., N. 6th, Monroe
& Madison Sts. 
Hancock, W. B., Fountain
Park add. 
Hanes, 1... So. 12th St. 
Harris, R. SI., 7th and Bur-
nett Sts 
Hart, J. B. and wife, Adkins
• -eve . .. .
Harrell. C., Wway, '24th &
25th Sta. 
Harper. .7. A., Wheelis add 
Harley, Mrs. Thcs. Harrison,
10th & 11th Ste. 
Harrison Land & Mining Co.
5.56 3rd St. to river. 
Harris, 1. B.. O'Brien's add 
6.11 Hays. M. I.., near John Ariz 
Haybeek, Ternpy, Husb. add.
20.31 Hays. Fred, for wife 
5.55 Higgins, Mrs. Mary, Sowell
4.55 addition 
Hines, Burl, Tenn, St. 
13.70 Heber, F. C., 6th, Heed &
16.26 Burnett 
5.50 Heber, W. F., 12th & Her-
1.63 neon 
Hollbrook, Mrs. M. J., Har-
12.2.) noon. & 12th 
Holt, W. A.. Clay. 14th &
4.3S 15th Sts. 
33.6 Hostetter, Mary A., 425 Wood-
9.64 ward 
4.76 alowell. Ella, 21st & Wwae.
2.e2 Hubbell, Mrs. C., Chamblin
18.31 add. 
22.39 Hubbard, Ed C., 6th & Mc-
49.3i Kinney 
7.20 Hudeon, J. W., Monroe, 11th
& 12th 
Hughes. Geo. V., 1354 So. 9th
Humphrey's, J. H., 1292 So.
9th St.  ,4 
11.69 Husbands, Wm. M., 25e acres
3.47 near coal duple_ 
6.3s Husbands, Meg. S. E.. Ella 
9.64 Hutcherson, S. L., Guthrie
22.86 avenue . 
Hyman, L. H., W. B'way 
4.06 Hays, H. L.. 832 Jeff.. St.,-
25.92 Bays, T. B., 14th. Fo ain
5.0e avenue .-
3.53 Ingram, M H.,'a & Trim
5.17 Iseman. Johnaaed Tony, apd
11.78, & Was on Sts. 
4.5; hey, Euleh St. 
6.111 Je Albert F. 1223 Salem
12.20 avenue 
Jonee..C. S., Barnett. 111h &
,70 12th Ste. 
6.1 t Jones, J. T., Adams 9t.
14.72 Jones, E. T., Bridge St.  
11.4o JorIffe. Jess F., O'Brien add 
3.a.; Jones, 8. W., 10th & Burnett
11.67 Jorgensen, J. K., So 3rd'at 
8.11 Jobneon, Chas. Hulett St 
it:Anson, H. J., Tulley ave 
Johnson M. B. est., Clark
4th & 5th Sts. 
2.03 Johnson, Mrs. E. A., ao. 4th 
2.0.; John 1100 , Robe. 8th, Bust) 
Bockman 
Johnson, Sam, Harrison at 
Jobneon, N. fa, 13th, Burnett
& Flournoy 
Reunion. Silas J.. Bridge St 
Jones. 
Joyner. Mrs. Willie„ Kinney
avenue 
Kahn. Mrs. Fannie. 9th &
Monroe 
Cramer, 'Mrs., Harrison 7th
& 9th Sts. 




































Glolson. Mrs. Eva, 6th &
Elitabeth Ste 
Graham, Chas. E., B'way,
22nd & eard Sts 
Graham, Mrs. T. A., Harrison
10th & 11th Sts 
Grainger, F. E , Clay and
Trimble Sts. 
Camay, G. E.. Merritt-an add..
Vaskey. Mary 13th & Floe-
noy Sts. 






12.20 Keithley, John. 820 So. '7th..
24.70 Kerley, A. P.. Hays add.....
14.13 KeTly, B., Monroe, 11th &
12th Sts. 
8.11 King, W. T. & D A., Clay,
9th & 10th. 
26.93 Kilooyne, Mrs. Fannie, 9th &
5.03 Trimble Sts 
3.81 KirkpatrIck, D. W., Bloone
2.08 field ave. 
26.93 Kore, Geneva, Hinkleville R.
Kyle, Melissa. Kinkhead 
8.14 Kahle Omar, for heirs, So '
4th St. 
16.28 Landis, L. D., Caldwell 
3.63 Landis, W. T.. Worten add 
Landrum. Mary, Jones St 
11.06 Laistey, 0. I.., Sornheim aye.
12.211 Latham, M. L., 8th. Adams
16.26 & Jacksola  
4.24 LaRue. H. A., Little's ..add.
Lame, A. A., 9o. 6th ...
81.91 Lebberry, J. B., O'Brienat add
Loo. T., West End 
61.63 'Alien. S. G., N. 14th St.
Leech & Washington, Ky ave.
.91 13th & 14th Ste. 
Lipton, P. G.. 14th
.99 Lenhard. Wm., Woodward. .
9.64 Leverlog, Tbo). 6th. Norton
& Husbands ate 
40 56 Lewis. T. , lento' 
15.42 Lightfoot, R. T., 1733 Jeff 
Lindeley, 34. M., North View
5.01 add. 
Lynn, Frank, 104b 01. 
24.43 Linn, M., Clements St. ..., 
5.06 Ligoa, Jessie, O'Brien's add 
21.04 Lober, W. F., IVA and liar'
.51) rts
32.36 I.uttrell, A. C., rerun. Park.
4.38 Lydon, Mark, 523 8. 8th 
1.41.1; Lk*, El. IC.F. nye. and







matioak,M reball . uslaztem.442,41emeLels
• Medley, Mary E., Sowell add.
aladteny, W. R. and wife,
.5-ehrook are. 
Mills. J. B., 1033 elo. 3rd 
Millinten, W. IC. 8th : Adams
Miller, F. G.. Wheeler add 
Miller. B. Ta Adams, 24th
& 25th Sts. 
"•20 11,11er, J. D., Mayfield Road 
41.41 Mitchel, 11. A., N. 12th St 
Moore, Geo. 0.. Trimble, 10th
& llth Sta. ...... . • • •
aloore, G. W, 3rd, Tennessee 
& Jones 
20.31 Margate Boland, Kilgore.
12.90 Morgan, J. Ea Ohio. 4th & 5th
Morris. C. B., Norton, 3d and12.20
4.116 
4th Sts. 
Morris. W. M., 902 .Bronson
73.a 1 
Avenue 
Mulline, Joe, Wheeler Add..
14.72 Muse. Geo., for heirs. Tenn.
9.64 McCallum, J. A., Elizabeth.
5 ;6 lit•Cartha, R. E  12th, Ohio
4.37 and Tennessee 
iv McFadden.uene  W. T" Fountain4 21 
10.6e McClure, R. F.. Jarrett and
Bridge 
4.06 McClure, W, T., Jarrett St 
McClure, Hannah, 714 Jones
81.17 McClure, Houston, 9th and
Burnett ...•
47.78 McGee, Mrs., West End 
bleGehl see,t.Wan. and J., Cald-1.0.02 
well St.
R. H.. Worten's Add
31.31 McMillan, MIse Fannie, -7th
Adams Sta. 
5.:,6 McNeal, Ella. O'Brien's Add 
9-64 McMahon, Robt., Harahan Ad
Neeley. Ed. Hays A  11.67 ve
Neokirk, Fountain Ave
Nenman, E. T., 14th. and
" Madigan' Stir: .-
Newman, Worten's Add 
9 69 34 N ChanOd iiS, At h. Monroe, 9th
3.05 ‘Illiver. G. W.. Rushing St 
°Meer, W. M.. Faxon Add 
Gsbourne, Jessie, Trimble St 
Parham. W. H., 9th & Nortou
Parish, R. E., Langstaff Ave.
Partee. Elnue Jefferson, Ninth
and Teikth 
Pearson. R. E., N. 13th St 
2.03 Perla. Star, Tennessee St..
Perryman, C. E.. 9th. Clark
Clark and Adams 
1.9.41 Pettet. menthe 635 Elie St 
1Phillips, Jennie L.. Harahan
69 .6 6
1 Boulevard 
'Phillips Ella Campbell St.
4 06 Phillips, Mrs. it J., Jefferson.
- ! 5th and 9th Phillips. Mrs. Willie, ('hem-
I blin Add. 
4.4)6 Pierce, Ed. 
Campbell, 8th and
14.25 1 '`" 
,Pittman. 1110 Jacket% 
3.05 Polk, Bettie, 11th. Fldernoy
I and Terrell 
19.81 Pope, S. W.. Powell 
Porter, D. S.. Little's Add 
:N." Potter. S J. 24th and
7.611 tucky Ave.  
i Price. Ben. 4th. Herb-ands and
3.53 I Caldwell
t Price, Nett' . S. 4th St..
5.5r, Pruess E., Tennessee St .
12.20 Pry . J. D., Guthrie Ate_








act Perry, 'Mrs. Lena, Jackson,
34.06 11th and 12th ......
Quarles, W. H Clements St..
3.53 Quarles. Mrs. It, 4th, Norton
20 34 and George  
R.. JonesSt
174 09 Ragan, L. B., 1237 Trimble..
e•e6 Ralph, W. II., Jackson St...
Ramage. ales. Jas.. 3d. Nor-
ton and - Husbands 
Rafe. J.. Wheeler Add 
E. B. Richardson. 3d, Wash-
ington and Clark 
Ridgeway, WM., 12th, Jones
and Tennessee 
Rigglesberger. P., est., S. 3d 
Ripley, Geo. E.. Jr.. Harahan
Add 
R vers. John, 14th & Trimble
Roark. Wm.. Brown Ave 
Roberts, N. F., Fountain
Park Add. 
R.1 Roberts,eet Mrs. Augusta, George
6.10
Rogers, Jas. E., Harrison,
*Lee 17th and 18th 
6.06 Ross, Josele. S. 4th St 
11.67 Ross, Mrs. H. L.. Monroe St 
Ruby, John, 17th, Clay and
16.25 RuTwretiril,h1Aelex,
Smithiand Ave
117,51 Russell, Minnie, IAneoin Ave
Rutledge, Win., 423 Adams 
4.06 Sanderson. J. J., Langstaff Av
13.71 Sanderson, R. L.. Bloomfield
Avenue 
Saunders, W. I) , N. 12th St 8.14
Saunders, S. Thurmlin Ad
3.a.1 Sanders. F. 13.. 10th, Boyd
and Flournoy 
6.61 Sanders. H.,
Sayer, John F.. Hays Ave ..
1.00 Schmidt, Nick. lt115 S. 3d..
5.59 Scott, F. , 166 Clements..
7.61 Scott, Mrs. M. A. S. 8th St..
Sears, Mrs. 11.. 5th, Eliza-
15.75 beth and Sockertan 
Seacoast Mining Co., Meyers
2.01 Sebastine, Joule, Kentucky
Are.. 10th and 11th 
26.43 galls. Hays Ave 
intense!. Robt., 5th St 
Shemwell & Wallace, Clem-
ents St. 
Shelby. T. It., Husband and
Jones 
Singleton. Gus, 6th, Monroe
& Madison 
Singleton, Miss E., 8th and
Madison St 
Sledge, R., 4th, Norton and
George 
Smith, Mdward, 8. 8th St 
Smedley, Hiram, 4th, Tennes-
see add Jones 
Smith, D. IC, Clay St 
Smith, Mrs. N. .1., 1110 Clay
Smith, Chas.. 24th and Jack-
4.06 um Sta. 
8,,40 Smith, J. 8., 617 WIlin St 
12.17 Smith, Ulm Lucy, 14th and
Horrhion 
7.6 1 Smith, Ida May, Elwin Ave
tome- Smith, J. B., 14123.
66.21 Snytor, Mary 11E.. Mame St
StanTey„ Mason John Arts
17.32 Stewart, Mlles, Mareold Road
16.94 Stewart Dr. D. T., •Madison,
13.70 16th and 17th 
7.41 Stood, Henry, 8th Jackson
Stervenscrei, Frank, Indiana 
9.44 Strom!. Mn. *lien. eth
1.61 Sullivan. W. L., 4000.ffiktv
14.62 Arenas ..... . 
Sutherland, R. ' 
fill Wheeler Add. 
12.70 Autbgeast C. w.. K•in•ar


























31:36.1 24th SM. 
11, 33-.20-
4.06 Tatum, Meld, Thurman Add 154..37;
.4 Taylor, Young. 421 MRS 
8.73
D•981Taylor. P. V., back Kilgore's 1.95
Terrell, J. B., Jefferson, 4th
7.73 
and 6th ..   123.60
Thomas, J. L., West End  3.13
Tnotnas, S. B.. heirs, Harris,
12.69 1 14th aid 17th  9.64
6.12 .ThoMpson, Mrs. Emma. 1511
17.17 
9.46Jefferson St 
16.64 Thompson, Sallie, Jackson  3.05
Tholnpson, Mrs. Julia, Ky. Av 81.46
33.41 Thompson, W'ilson & Co 
Trimble , ...... . . . 220.23
19.81 Tucker, Harrison, 10th and
3.53 11th Ste. 
11.e1 1.9° Vanderroute, Chas., 
Jackson. 2105..39;
Vines, J. M., Guthee Ave  14.72
22.36 Van Culin, John., Bloomfield
Avenue .
Voeta,n Misssta.May. 1217 S. 10111 8.14
Vogt, Clarence, 9th, and Bock
m 
Wade. A., Sowell Add 
• Wagner, Lydia, 
Wallace, Owen 1116 Jackson
Wallaee, B. C , 3d and Jarrett
3.14 Wallace, Wheeler Add.  
Walker, Mrs. Emma, Sowell
Addition 
Walker & Vtalliams. S. 4th 
Walker, James. 620 Broad 
Walrfobe t.brrtsi 'l T., heirs, 527T
4.01; Warren,
ll
Thos.. 1 acre near
13.11 Warren, C. D., for children.
11.67 Wway, 22d and 24th  
17.35
Watkins. 'Mrs. N. A., 1520
8. 6th St. 
Watts, L. P., Broad.'4tirefk5th
WaAtvtaenhueirs....Deay and Ky.
Weak., J. P. and %V. B., Mon-
roe. 21st and 91'd  3.05
1.11.516 W4441), V., --Hanststoss-.Ami - 41.4
13.70 Wells, B., Skl:*`111 Ave  4.54
Well, Mrs Mollie; MN Mon-
roe St.  12.21
Werner, Wallace. Broadway,































































West. Fred. 19th & Ilarrtilbn 6.66-
W4.• therington. Ed, Fouataln
Park • •  4.56
Weatherington, Lula, T
Addition  3.55
White, Bam, 1J.th and Jo 1.67
White, B.. Thurrmtn Add '.. 3.53
White, D. W 1205 Tenn.. 29.68
White. W. H Salem Ave... 24.39
WhIttemore. E. W., Hinkle-
ville Road  115.04
Wilcox, 8. P. 6th. Boyd and
Burnett Sts. 
Willingham. West Eng .. 6.49
Williams. Ernest, 14t ur-
nett and F'Iourn
Wilkins, T. J., 4 . Ashbrook
Avenue
Wilkerson,' W. W., Ashbrook
A ue 
Mk A , Harrison, 5th &
6th Sts. . . 
Williams. W M.. 8th and
Sock man 




tsotan5.tM.rs.t.Mtrtha G . Clem-
. Wilson, Mrs. R , Wagner Ave,
nth and 7th Sts. 
Wiser, Geo.. Jefferson, 13th
and 14th 
2.03 Withers. J, P., Jarrett and
Meesses Ots. 
30•52 Warden, llt C., Jr.. Whitt,-
11.67 more Add. 
a 'Yates, Mra Lizzie. Easabeth
.16...15 Yates. C. F,. Hays Ave 
14,2 York, J. W.. 21st and Adams
12-87 Young. A M.. Fountain Park
11-98 Young,' J. It, Fountain Park
Colored last.
Alexander. Dora, 9th, Hus-
bands and George 
Alexander. Pure. 9th, Hus-
bands and George 
Armstrong, Sect., 16th, Wash-
ington and Clark  
Baron. Alice. Hays Ave
Bacon. C.. Sowell Add 
lialdwin. Jas., Floarno. St  
Barber, W. M., 91-e Bockman
Flaynham Rowlindtown
Elaynham Sam 13409 S. 8th
Bata:them. Chia, 1309 S. 5th
Beach. Marietta, 9th, Harris
and Bo) d 
Be:1. Tom. le paid, balance 
28,.97 Bell; John. 9th, Norton and
„5'08 Caldwell 
42.40 Blends. Rowlandtown ......
Booftee N.. 1106 Harrison..
8.14 Bowers, M. E.. N. 12th 
14-21 Bowers, Edgar, 9th St.  
11.80 Briggs, Thos.. 513 8. 5th 
5.41t5 Briggs, Luella, 630 Terreia 
2.03 Broneen, J. B., Cleveland Ave
Brown. Kett-, 519 S. 7th 
Brown, G. W., 12th St  -
Brown, Lena, linemen*. and
Hasbands
Buford. W. A. Terrell St 
Coley. May, F4517 S. !nth_
Cannon hers. Washington 
Childers. W. Ma Burnett and
Flournoy 
Clark, Eliza, Ashbrook Ave 
Conley. Andy, B. 10th St 
Copeland, Sam, S. 1018 St..,
Crowell. Will, 1405 Clay 
Dance, Henry. 916 N. 10th., 
Daniels. Leak. 1313 N. 13th
Daniel,, 1120 liarri-e.an 
Daniels. Hal, 718 Harris 
Deno*, Henry, 1498 8. 10th 
Digo. Robert, Clements 
Donaldson, Anderson, N. 7th 
Dooley, Nis, 1106 N. 7th 
Dunlap, Henry, 614 N. 7th 
Edwards, Henry, 3d, Husbands
bands and Onarge  '
Moder'. John, Flournoy, 6th
FletehandelotiliKathrinste. Plunkett's
Hill 
Gibson, Dan, 1410 8. 10th 
Givnentt, Cislta.rissa„ 7th sad Bun-
Gerdes, James, Caldwell St.
Gray. Fannie, Sib and Burnett
. Gray. Jame& 1211 8. 6th 
11.311 Grisgory & Hester. Caldwell.
• Greer. Cato, near Conners 
6.10 H. (Blinn and D. Russ, Stb
11.44 and Norton 
9.64 Hollis estate, Barnett Rt 
10.67 Hardison, Chas. D., 9th, Bur-
9.64 nett and Illournoy . .e  
3.05 Hath way, Geo., Tetanal& IR
Henderson. Geo.. Ckatinell 
7.11 Hibbs, T. D.. 708 S. etb 
ll•12 iloWes, Sam. Fason's Add 
16.85 11011•11. Henry, est.,•11th and
42.30 Terrell 
Jacobs, Jeff, WsoMerard Ave
2.73 Jenkins, Mellirals, BMA Alter-
, peablas. Lserassies. a. 3•Sth 
1.74 Jenkhen, reeranco.t/14 Broad


























WILL BE Ble411)18:1) SATUIIDAY,
HAY 2.
Slim Ruby (steads Is In the Lead-
Meet Milburn Seetisid.
In the Paducah Central steloolar•
ship contest being rift by tbe Trylor-
Trotwood Magazine. of Nashville,
Tenn Mies Ruby Canada had the
lee:hest number of votes Monday at
neon
MIS HUM' cANADA 18.980
Miss .3101.1•1E sULEIVAN 17.0601
11155 MAY %MAWR N  17.213
Miss Alma Adams  16,231
Miss Alma Annerrong  16.121
Mass Marie Brooks  13.231
Miss Bonnie Prince  13,421
Next count will be Tbursda) at
noon.
WHY
have a torld liver when Herbine. the
orly liver regulator will help you,
There is no reason why you should
suffer from Dyspepeia, Constipation,
Chills and Fever or any liver com-
plaints. when Bedtime will cure you.
F. C Waite, Westville, Fla,, writes:
"1 was sick for a month with chills
and (*ter. and after taking two bot-
tles of berbine am well anti
healers  leottt try la it.- Orhtschisee4
ger, Lang Bros. and C. 0. Ripley.
Lord lemson--Why, Pat, there
%teed to be two wendmills there
. Pat- -Thole for you, sir.
Lord Lewson --Why there is but
one now!
Pat- Redact, they t "one down
to lave more wind Outlier. - Lon-
don Tit-Bite.
"I a going to have my photos
.takejY I. hope the) will do Tlle
"I hope so too--Justice tempered
with mere).---Judge.
Jones. Sam, 5th, Husbands
2.54 and George Ste.  3.05
Jorden. Agnes, 155 Clements 3.55
6.38 Jorden, Will. 11th and Husb. 14.22
Kival. Silas, 415 S. 16.47
6.5114 Kak, 3Ohn, Leak. 9th & loth 3 13
Knight, Will. 11th, Boyd and
9.64 and Terrell 
Liswrence. T. A.. Illowlown 
4. es Lindsey. resettle. 1715 Broad
Arc. 
17.79 Long. Mrs. L. IL. 1101 N. 71h
Lou, W. IL, 4th, Husbands
and George  6 5S
Loving, Derma 1109 S. Una 13.9e
Lovineafito Broad, 7th &lab 4.51
Meatield. NV. IL, and wife,
612 S. 7t8 St 
Manion, Ylargaotte, Monroe,
lath and 14th 
Marsh. John, loth and Med 
4 14 .Mathis. John, Bowman Add 
7 11 Mechaniceburg Temple. one-
Deal half acre near Herzog's  1.01
3.71 1411Pr. Mande. 1116 N. 6th 6 10
5.36 Minor, John, 842 8. gth  '779
5.56 Moore. BalarTett. Tr Wile  4.06
Morgan. G. A.. Elizabeth. Stls
sad 7th  
Healey:. John: hears. 10th and
Beyd Sts 10.17
McClure, Sid. helm, Madison,
loth and 11th  14.24
McGill. Geo, Ilth. Flournoy













Nord, Annie. Broad Alley  
941.7ir;i0th & Cleveland
.1.6.1:1 
and 7th  8.11
:)t-eerten & Reed. George. 6th
verton. scott„, rah and Ohio 15 44
9.61 
14 :Owen, Neaon, 921 Wash.., 17.71
4.32 Parker. Warren, Rowlown  2.50
Perry. Martin, N 12th St  6.55
Perkins. Matehall, N. 111th.  8.6e
7.61 Price, EA. 1317 S. 9th St  2 31
3-7'3 Pullen, Abe, 675 8. 5th  13.741
9.64 Pullen, Ned, loth. Tennessee
9.64 , and Jnnes  4,51
4.51 Reed, Eliza. 8th, Norton and
13.70 Hiiehalide   63.12
9.14 Reed, Elijah, 1316 S. 9th  5 nr.
3.53 Reed, Leonard. 1222 R. 8th  3.02
5 001 Retnolds, Wm and Dave.
11.67 12th and Flournoy   3.02
Rahardson, Armstead. N. 7th 8.61
3-05 Richardson, Geo. 8. 9th St  3.53,
6.58 Ridgeway. Wtn and wife,
1 32 12th, Tenn. and Jones  2.54
6.11 Robinson, Kate. Washlugton,
7th and !Olt  6.10
r44;* Rob1nson„.C. W.. Jones, 10th
91 f,64" Ater ed, •MHhatrgarett. Rowlown. 11.29
S. 1
g1a; Smalley, Jamie, near Berger .3.63
12 to Finial]. Maria, 511 Husbands. 9.14,„
12 17 Smith. .1. D , 521 N. Ath  5 Or
3.0e Stanley, Jane, Terrell St  2113
Steele, Belle, 1111 N. Ilth  8.14
*IC Stringer, W. M., Yeiser Ave 5,58
13.70 Tall., S. 4124 N 10th  
 11934.:072030510.66 Thomas. Minis, 12th & Mad 
33.70 Tandy, Page, Clay St  .
5.05 Thomas, 34m. Pl. C... N. 11th 
7.61 Thompson heirs, 10th St... • 4.06
7.61 Turner, ('has, 1041 S. 5th  8.6+
Tulle). (-ars, 1233 Madison 4.12
4.5a Turner. James, 415 Jackson 11.91
Towles Eliza, Washington  10.17
6.56 Wallet*. Monerm. still St  4.51
Walker. Jordan, 1212 N. Rth 13.711
2.03 Washington, .tohn, S. 9th  6155.
6 Gil Watkins, L. Metzger's Add  5.54
Watts, A., 1129 N. 4th Pt  13.70
3.05 Webb, Alfred, 1236 S. 'ha et 7.60
7.21 Welch, Lydia, 8. 918 St  8.14
6.10 White, James. 9th and Wash 12..29
4.55 White, Vick, Broad Alley  6.54
CRS White, Sarah, 630 R. 9th.. 11.11
2.50 r1.'hillItiants g. Harry tokeC n,milgthA, LealAlley, "er t 22.03 and Waltman 
6,11 Williams, Thos., 1220 R. 10th 102.0044 
Wlison, (3. L. Rowlandtowil 2.51
















The above property tan list tar
11)07 heels hems retnessail to the Au-
as dellososetsf, will be offered
for sale at Il City Mail door on2 0- '• 
4th. MIS, at le
;:r3-  by the city Treasury+
6.66  him' before One dine.
3.24LE& stpurtAlIM,
City lumtov
814 Peaseeh, Ky.. AprO 13, 10011
are just the covering needed for country buildings, becaus
'they're fire-proof, storm-proof, easy to put on, and last a
long as the building itself-come in and sec them.•
G. it. DA% lb 4111110., Paducah, Ky. / PM South Thin] Street.
•
INSTABLI811111) 1874.
THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
PADUCAH. KENTUCKY.
UNITED STATES 1)111-081TORY.
Canna. Surplus and Undivided Prodta 8-100,000 00
Illsarehoinws Responsibility   •  • 110%000 00
Total Iteapoustiallty to Depositors  800.000 00
8. R. HUGHES, President, JOIE 1, FRINDMAN, Vice President.
J. C. UITKR111CK. Cashier. C. IC ItICIL4RDKON. A. thnitiee.
INTLRMT PAID ON TIME Dir.1081Td.
DIRECTORS.
A. B. AMP.4CHMR, 1.2. 111.741HICIE 1E4. POWLRIE 3: L. 'PRIED.
MIN. J. C. CrTitititACK, DR J. G. BROOKS, BRACE OWEN.
For Quick Action Use SUN Want Ads.
Hotel Marlborough







Most Centrally Lecated Botia. on
Itroahray. Only ten minutes walk
to 25 leading thearrei, Completely
renorated and to -formed in eitry
department. 111,40-aate in all re-
spects. Telephone in each mom.
Four Boautiful Dialog Rooms




sa1 Food Dishes and Pepolar Mete.
ineesso rios. •I• Issals. IN 1144...
P.,;.•444 41.1,0 sad spward. MOO ••4 with balk Prise. lhalmomMil Rath









O'hose addreff  
Sigwed
This Coupon (loud for I Vole
Get Into the Habit of Dealing With
D. E. WILSON
TN NW tun ail fatal Card Mu.
It is4 mighty good habit and will save you time,
trouble and money. We hay.: the goods, we know
we are low in price and we surely strive to please.
Telephones No. 313 Broadway.
Paducah Gala Week, May 4-9
COSMOPOLITAN COMBINED SHOWS
The First Three Big Nights
Monday, MaY 4
INughters of Confederacy per centage of gross receipts devoted
to monument fund.
Tilaaday, May 5,
putlie eedding and newsboys' night-nesrsboys entertained
by management.
Wednesday, May fl
Merry Widow Hsi Night. Ladies wearing Merry Widow Hata
to receive prizes, which will be on exhibition in windows of the
leading milliners, Miss %lila Cobbs and Me. Girerdey.





















Frits* fliilliag - Room 205
ractiog Teeth and Plikill
Work a Specialty.
i





in. MI 7, Trueheart Building, up-






These are the foundationa trpen
which we are building success.
(Our homes are grs•otued to the
pink of condition always and our
equipment the beet, yet our
prices are extremely reasonable.











The following reduced rates
are announced:
— Baltimore, Mil — General
conference U. E. church.
Dates of sale May 3, 4 and 6.










ARO CURIE Thu LUNGS 
viiT--1.4 Dr.  King's
Newv Discovery
F°11C81.'81s ri'MR:tetr








Orseeless styes rontraets, backed by chase
'51 30 Mesas, 13100,000.00 capital, and IA
pone success, to ascent p•sitipm under




tut he teaCista more
in HOGG' months than Day
loin 81 . festughon can convince YOU.
BOOKKEEFINg
SHORTHAND tintnrixtt.h: 1.41(Nourtiteporter•
write the system of shorthand DrailShon
touches, because they know it la THE HEsr.
FOG FRICK CATALOGUE and Imoklet .Why
Learn Telegraphy?' which ez=isislca0
mou or write Tito. Y. Isenuoit,
DitAUGHON'S
PRACTICAL BUSINESS COLLEGE
IS t Woo law 140. SAW
I Incorporated PADUCAH, 314





REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST.
Call. Sad or T•iseieso he it
Pheaes 835. FRATERNITY BLDG.
PADUCAH, KY.
BISHOP E. E. HMS
IVIIZ PRKSIDIK OVER NIKMPHINi
tNINFERKNCE THIN YEAR.
u"Ileite alettiodiet Itielege Appoints
satnlaiiia at the %cerium in
vo.ti% illy.
The college of tishops of the NU E.
cherete•peutie met, in annual seeeion
at the Methodist publishing house in
Nasbville. Tenn , yesterday and dee id
id on the plan of the Episcopal visita-
tion for this %ear. There are nine
111strIcts. The distticL, witten,includes
the Memphis conference and Meth-
odist churches of this section will
have Iliehop E. E. Floss, whose itip-
•'rar is: •
St %Taft) district., Bishop E. E.
lit see South Brazil. mission confer-
ence, Porto Alegos. Brazil, Juiz de
Fora. Brazil. July 2, 19oe: Holston
icesference. Knoxville. Tenn., October7. taus: Tennessee conference, Mc-
Tenn.. October 14, 191e1(:
Ms ni ph Is con ference. Covington.
T4 I:11 • November 11. 1908; North
G. :Kis conference. Gainesville, Ga..
Niee tither IS. 1 9 0 5; Alabama confen
*nee, Greensboro, Ala., December
lena.
DON'T rur
foe tomorrow what you can do today.
If )•ru put off buying a bottle of Bai-
l:ill's Snow Liniment, when that
pain comes you won't have any. but'
a bottle today. A positive cure for
Rheumatism, Bursa, Cuts, Sprain*,
Contracted Muscles, etc.. T. S. Gra-
ham. Prairie Grove, Ark., writes:
"I wish to thank you for the good
results I received from Snow Lini-
ment. It positively cured me of
Rheumatism after others had failed.
Sold by J. II. Oehlschiaeger, Lang
Bross and C. 0. Ripley.
The collection of anthropoid apes
In the Regent's Park Gardens. Lon-
don, is the fittest sorr brought to-
gether.
:All the patent Medicines and
SOilet articles advert;oed in this








































Duau's (Ointment Cur., eseseena and
Itching Pelee—Pattie sit Paesesie
Recommend It.
One application of Doan's Oint-
ment stops any itehilag Short treat-
His Fisk. ment cures eczema, Itching piees, salt
rheume-any tritin eruption or skin
Larger Navy. itching it is the cheapest remedy
to use, lecause so little of it is re-
quired to bring relief and a cure.
Here is Paducah testimony to prove
ay t
J. R. Womble, of 11G2 Broadway,
Paducah, Ky., says: "For years I
was a sufferer from Itching piles in a
severe form. When I would get heat- '
Di('uvrE woitu) pow.r. ed they would Annoy me terribly. At
night I could get no rest on account ADal%
of them aid I often hid to get up. and
walk around the room. I believe I
Washington, April 29.—Two battle. tried netely every remedy for piles
'tips a year is what President Room_ on the market, but nothing ever gave
relt says he has accomplished me the desired relief until I got a
through his fight for his naval pro- box of Doan's Ointment at DuBois,
Son & Co.'s drug store. The very
first application' had a Soothing in-
fluence and after e second day's use
I could go to bed at night and sleep
In comfort. The contents of the one
box cured me entirely. I also used
Doan's Ointment on my hand for a
sore and found it very healing."
(From statement given .n 1900).
Four. Been Authorised
AC114011 of Senate Venerlisy
He Hays.
gram. Had he been victorious in
huvieg four such Aim' authorized at
this seesion, United States could
have dictated terms of disarmament
to the nations of the world.
This statement IS uririerstood to ye-
the president's source of strength
Ii Owe naval fight whith has beeu
waged so stretruously. Furthermore.
two ships-this year, with the promise
of two ships each year so follow,
which Ole president has aecepted as a
bona fide sttpulatiod on, the part at
the senate, means simply a program
*Net will place the United States in
the front rank of naval progresion,
  whielt-f•Sis-eo oiteeeett in 't 
'ionof dictating cremation of nasal
aggression.
That the president, on the whole Is
pleased with the result oif his efforts
with emigres* on this subject was
made manifest; that he firmly believes
in the ability of the United States to
dictate the naval policy of the world
in the future througt demonstration
et ability to -overwhelmingly outstrip
rival eonstruction, ise only manifeet.
, The president wanted four battle-
ships this year. He got two. With
the two he obtained promise of two
more to be forthcoming next raiser.
This means, considering the dimen-
sions of the battleships which mod-
ern construction dictates, that the
United States shall kep fully abreast
Of the nasal armament of any other
nation.
Friends of the president are
flushed with what -they , regard &A a
signal victory for his international
policies" and ,details of this victory are
fret!) given. and declared to reflect
the exuberance of President Roose-
velt.
'Ilse ihnisping Off Place.
"Consumpt!on bad me In its grasp:
and I had almost reached the jump-
ing off place when I was advised to
try Dr. King's New Discovery; and I
want to say right now, it saved my
life. Improvement began with the
first bottle, and after taking one
dosen bottles I was a well and happy
man again," says George Moore. of
Gritlaesland, N. C. As a remedy for
coughs and colds and healer of weak,
sore lungs and for preventing pneu-
monia New Discovery is supreme. 50c
and $1.00 at all druggists. Trial bot-
tle free.
Fear He's Drowned.
Cairo. III., April 29.--Relatives
fear Joseph B. Bierhauser. 22. miss-
ing since Thursday. was drowned.
Blerhatimer. who lived at East Cale°,
1C).. was last seen near Cairo bridia.
going toward town. His mother is
Mrs. Dolly O'Dell. of Cairo. Anyone
finding his body or a trace of his
whereabouts is requested to notify his
slater, Nellie M. O'Dell. care boat-
store, Cairo,' Ill. His description is:
Bette eyes, brown, curly hair: weight.
138: has scar on left side of face and
neck: was wearing black coat and
shirt and striped pants; was wearing
large silver ring. with engraved name
plate of gold; No. S shoes, light
brown tie, and had a medal in his
pocket with his mother's name en
graved on it.
GOOD JVDGMENT
is the essential cbaracteristic of men
and women. Invaluable to good
business melt and necessary to house-
wives. A woman shows good judg-
ment when she buys White's Cream
Vermliftige for her baby. The best
worm medicine ever offered to moth-
ers. Many indeed are the sensible
mothers, who write expressing thetr
catitede for the good health of their
children, which they owe to the use
of White's Crean Versaifugo. Bold
by J. II, Oebischlaeger, Lang Bros.,
and C 0. Ripley,
A Lemnos Cu're.
On February 18 Mr. Womble said':
"I gave a statement in 1900 telling
how Doan's Ointment had cured me
of a severe ease of Itching piles. I
ant glad to confirm that statement at
flits time as the ebtellarbeeriTaillig.
lloan's Ointment is certainly a su-
per or remedy for any skin affection."
For sale by all dealers Price 50c,
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y.,
sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan's---
and take no other.
MURRAY IS QUIET
(Continued from page one.)
.••••••••••
According to those best in position
ts judge, the elements who oppose
the prosecutions are the night riders
teenieelses, their friends and a lot of
demagogues who are attempting to
ciente a following on which to ride
into county office. The latter are re-
inforced by the remnants of a, down
and otat political setion, who, b)
casting their lot with sae night rider
party, have flushed the tope that they
may once more gain the ascendency
in the political affairs of Calloway
coenty.
The Spring Season.
Fortunately the spring season
makes: It imperative that those, who
make their living on the farm, Illittft
go to work and will be so busy. that
the oMee seekers will 'have little or
ro opportunity to harangue the people
and keep alive the incendiary spirit.
L. fact there will not be two dozeu
fanners in Murray on any one °sons-
ion betwien now and the August term
of court, and the only way to reach
them will be through the press of the
county. That the Murray Ledger will
pursue its present courae is expected.
hut its influence among those suocerm
ble to being moved by prejudice and
passion will be fully met by the Cal-
loway Times. edited by W. 0. Wear,
which has a laree and influential cir-
culation and is arrayed on the side of
law and order.
The calling of the trials yesterdai
did not result io continuances unex-
pectedly, as the prosecution could not
fort* the defense into trial without
meting important concessions and,
according to the announcement of
Commonwealth's Attorney Denny P.
Smith, no concessions of any kind
would be made and the cases would
be pushed to an end without com-
promise.
After the eases bad been eonthrued
about 50 wildessies were 'recognised to
appear on the fifth day of the August'
term of court, 2.1 being called by the
eommonwealth. They were: J. T.
Whitlock, •Willie and Clarence Drew,
J. M. Thornton, Frank Mardis, Chas.
V. y an, Charles Evans, W. B. Stewart,
.1. 0. and Walter Hollaud, Dr. J. P.
Kirk. Murray and Frank Turner. L.
W. Alderson, B. C. Grogan, A. D.
Brooks, Macon I:tampion, Tom illoss,
Ben Bell, 'Duke Russell and Al Perry.
The t4uldiers..
'From seini-oticial source it was
horned that a camp will be estab-
!Hied on a beautifel plot of grountt
near 4Pool Spring." and troops will
I,.' kept here when not in service.
though only mall detachment will
be necessary to guard the town from
an attack .and others to gbard theMistuda's Government.
homes of the witnesses who live onThere are at present several gov-
the coat side and will attempt to task'ernments in Russia. There is the
a crop. Several of the more 
an
import-ministry appointed by the Czar, there t 
wi 
.
Ltnesses against whom there isis the Court Camarilla working' -
an-especial enmity will not attempt to
through the same emir, there is the return to their homes, believing there
"Union of the. Rumania People,"
supported by some influential per-I 
would be danger of aasaesinstion.
Will McClure. Jasper Geriand and
nonage, at the court, whose badge /leery Taylor, who, were arrested on
the Csar wears and to whose Instrucelbench warrants yesterday made bonds.
Gone he faithfully adheres, and final- while Van Elkins. who was arrested
ly; there is a host of permanent and on a second bond, was allowed tb go
temporary !Governors-General who until tomorrcrw on the bends alreittlY
are as thorough autocrats in their easeuted. Carlos Mine and Jack
territories and perhaps more thankskies were
Nicholas II. is over the whole em- 
given until Saturday to
steam additionel security on the 'sonde
Mrs.—Free Russia. 
they have executed. The common-
wealths attorney reporting that their
bonds were not recline.
1.1s1 nisr was the first time "Once
arrests were made that there was not
nice (Salve. It ham saved me suffering 
a person socused of night Hang in
Jail
and dollars. It is by far the best almost 
anlmostd the guardsevesryrnlw we
the
enree moed, nigrhebersvathi e
healing salve I have ever toned." :accused went their bond". while In
'Heals burns, sores, ulcers, fever sores, I ar.M• cases property WWI floor t miged
eczema and plies. 25c at all druili- to secure bankers of Murray who sire.
gists. eJ be band.-
Buffering and Dollars laved.
E. S. Leper. of Marina. 14. Y., sere
"1 am a carpenter and have had many




Ride Tikooaik Night k rout Una
Pellet te Another.
Pew Men Keep Order and Quiet in





Frankfort. Ky., April 29.—Reports
of the sudden appearance of state
militiamen at various and sundry
elites in the state, where no call has
been made for their presence to ward
off some threatened attack of "night
rider!" are coming In to the capital,
and flooding dispatches to the press.
Take are told of squads of khaki-
clad men riding like the wind through
hamlets rendezvousing at cross roads,
and startling the country gossips at
cross road blacksmith shops or village
groceries.
In the central part of the state, the
burley district, and down through the
"black belt" the soldiers are now the
"riders," and if the distorted and ex-
aggerated reports of the mass of
armed men who are patroling the
isaffass TolanecrUTiTrietifsw-eisi Tides.
would seem that Governor Willson
has almost the full state guard of
several thousand men in active ser-
vice to keep down the "night riders."
But Pew at ,Work.
Adjutant General Johnston ex-
plained the mysterious appearance
and the rapid movement of the mili-
tiamen which is being seen in the to
bacco countries. He said that In
reality there are but a small number
of men under arms to break up the
"night- riders" marauding(
Broken up into squads, of a half
a dozen or so, each under, a capable
officer, and mounted upon good
steeds, they are doing an effective
work as could be accomplished by a
force ,thrice their size. No one is
told of the Ilne of march of the im-
provfsed ealvarymen.
A band will be 'sent scurrying
through one section Of a county one
day: and perhaps lie a score or sp
miles away todas. General Johnstoh
said:
"There's no tellng where the sol-
diers will be maneuvering one day or
the next. Today it might be safe to
say that there have been militiamen
riding through. Midway and patrol-
Mg that section of.Woodford county.
May Move Nest Day.
"Where they wIll be tomorrow can
not be. told, othing Is given out of
their destination or line of Itinerary.
Their very presence is a great deter-
rent against acts of lawlesaness, and
the fact that there is no telling just
whet time they will be through a
county or when they will arrive at a
town lends, an air of uncertainty to
the work they irre doing which • has
proven very beneflelal."
The soldiers are doing some night
riding themselves, and the thunder of
their horses' stioofs over old wooden
bridges and the metallic click, click
of their steel shoes on the %eel
pikes of the Bluegrass often breaks
the stillness of the night and carries
assurance to the countryside that pro-
tection is at hand. ,
•
Controls Weetent Section,
General Williams, who has taken
command of' the state soldiers in
western Kentucky. Is keeping in close
touch with the adjutant general's do
partment, and, according to informa-
tion here, has the situation well in
hand. jlis men are patrolling all of
that section. and there seems little
disposition on the part of those In-
clined toward earn burning and whip-
ping of citizens to take a chance of
Why
Suffer?
If you Suffer pain from
any cause, Dr. Miles' Anti-
Pain Pills will relieve it
—and leave no bad after-
effects: That's the impor-
tant thing. 'Neither do
they create habit. More
often the attacks become
less frequent, or disappear
altogether. Dr. Miles'
Anti-Pain. Pills have no
other effect except to re-
lieve pain and quiet nerv-
ous irritation.
ar• never without ne
Anti-Pain Pith.. My husband and
son, aged IA were always subject to
sick headache until we began using
these Pills. mid they have broken
them up entirely. Don't think they
have had to use them for six mantra.
I recommend them to every one A
taw wove. ego I heard an old lady
friend was sick. I went to see her.
She was down with laiOrippe, 'arid
Dearly snaky with awful backache.
I gave her One of the Anti-Pain Pills
and It another for her to take In
• short time. They helped her right
&Way, and sh• says she will never be
witilsout them again. last wlater my
Is bandwas taken with pitieriey on
sides, and I know he would have
died It it hadn t been for the PULL
In Mei than half an hour he was
ewsatteg, and went to tied and slept."
KIM U H WEBB,
Aunt/oho'''. Ohio,
Vow, druggist sea. ese. Anti.
Polo Pine, mod we atathariz• hI.. Se
r•tun, the prie• Of 'fret package (only)
If ,t falls te benefit you.




no one wants an old-fash-
ioned cod liver oil prepara-
tion or emulsion, because
Vinol is a much better body-
builder and strength creator
for old people ,weak children,
and for coughs, colds, bron-
chitis, etc. If it does no good
we will return your money.
W. B. McPHERS0N, Druggist.
Paducah, Ky.
running into a %and of armed mili-
tiamen on some moonlight excursi(,n.
Report* are coming to the gov-
ernor of threatehing lettere which are
tieing received b) many of the farm-
ers in the Garrard, Lincoln, hoyle
anti Madison section. who art- making
prei paretic/1 to raise much leurle) this
)ear. Although those counties con-
tain ,Fome of the finest farming land
in the state, and the soil is well still-
ed t,, toiwett ettltirc, the in (Auction
of the 'set d•' has not been leis,
there hither:0.
Gives Them Courage.
The teiruination of tobat co trona
the large producing counties tees
)tar has caused many farmers in the
section named tse •et out beds anti
pretrare:-ta -raise rraps.-- -The
Equity Society movement hhs not
gained much of a foothold there, and
the conditions which have influenced
tobacco, growers In other counties to
cut out theft crdps this year. have
,not been felt.
In consequence, a very large acre-
age Is expected. A ride along the
Louisville & Nashville from Paris
south reveals scores of covered
"plant beds" and hundreds of acre!
plowed and ready for the planting.
Judge John' Sam Oesley and
County Attorney W. S. Burch, of Lin-
coln county, have laid before the gov-
ernor some letters sent to farmers In
their community, threatening destruc-
tion pf their plant beds and other
property unless the beds are dug up
and preparations to raise .tobacco are
abandoned.
So far no outrages have been re-
ported from Lincoln or adjoining
counties, but the local authbritles
think It welt to take the matter in
hand.
It is expected that patrols will be
sent through that section to let the
people know that the law must be
olooed and the chance for outlawry,
without ditection or capture, is re-
duced to the minimum.
Neffthborhood Favorite,
Mrs.*. D. Charles, of liarbor;Mes
speakfng Of Electric Bitters, says:
"It is a neighborhood favorite here
with us." It deserves to be a favorite
everywhere. It gives Quick relief In
dyspepera, liver complaint, kidney de-
rangement, malnutrition, nervousness,
weakness and general debility. Its
action on, the blood, as a thorough
purifier makes it especiallk useful as a
spring medicine. This grand altera-
tive tonic is sold under guarantee at
all druggists.
Many,a father has made a man or
his hoy by not sending him to college.
PLUMBING
Fur lust 4.,;4t... and
, (lag tetttin4 • et.
ERNEST 8,.tUMGARD
Est int stem carefully give". Jobbir g
a specialty. Old phone 21tell
- -
Country Vinegar
kiaranteed pure apple cider.
Two years old. In gallon jugs
.p) c- tits.
M. T• RILEY
')4 S. Second St. Phones 477
"I hear itic• .1011. s' four deughtere
ars married.-
"Is that so? I suppose" he's glad
its i, got ih. in off his hands.'
-Not tsact:. Hu now has to keep
the four 'husbands on their feet."
Bruoklin Lies
Keeping Open Home.
Everybody is welcome when we
feel goods and we feel that way only
when our digestive organs are work-
ing properly. Dr. King's New Life
Pills regulate the action of stomach,
liver and boa...: so perfectly one can't
help feeling g -d when he twos these
pills. 25i: at s.1 druggists.
The teaeller in the Darktown school
was hearing iii class in geologY•
-What is known ;;s the Great Divide?'
"lie asked. "(Smite a big water-




Brunson's eut rate sale on
bedding plants is now going
on at their green houses in
Rowlandtown.
All 5o bedding plants.  3e
- All Inc beddine pinants  
E'iiducal i KV:
ICE! ICE!
See that you get Correct







If you want your carpets BEATEN and NOT
CLEANED send them elsewhere. If you want them
titoilroughly CLEANED send them to us.
New City Laundry and





Distilled in the spring of
1900. Sold in bottles with
the government stamp
over the neck, showing
conclusively the age. ; .•
For the cupboard and melicine







Itinerary of Battleship Fleet to
Cover Forty-Two Thousand Miles.
Washington, Apill 29.—A total of
approximately 42,51w miles will have
been covered by the Atlantic battle-
ship fleet when it arrives at Hampton
Roads on February 22 next, accord-
ing to the estimates made by the
naval officials. The distance to be
covered, according to au Itinerary
made public for the toyage of the
fleet Dora San Francisco to the Philip-
pines, thence to China and Japan and
back to Manila is 16.2114 miles.
The lopgest lap of this distance is
that from Honolulu to Auckland,
3,850 miles, said by naval officials to
be the greatest steaming distance
ever made by a battleship fleet in the
American navy without stopping for
coal. This will require sightly over
sixteen days. One of the colaers and
two of the supply ships will stop at
Samoa for coil anal the battleship
Illinois, which under ordinary dr-
cumstanees cannot carry enough fuel
to steam !cur thou,and miles, will
SCHOOL NOTES
Honor pupils of the High school
_fere the_spitet jearith .we_re_ilanotineed
this morning by Prof. W. H. Alg.
principal of the High school. The
students have had good deportment,
and have mode espetial good grades
in all of their studies. The hst for
April is unusually long. and in the
closing months of work the students
have done good work. The bet is:
Qatar factimide George Rawleigh,
Charles EndrIss, Mary Kennedy,
Marian Williamson. Lucille Well,
F.iisabetta Weimer, Marine-rite Schwab
Graae Stewart, Kate Steinhauer. Elsie
likaek, Sadie Clara Smith,
Grace Schulte, Ellen Rutter. Mary
Ellen Rogers, Katherine Rosk, Eu-
nice Robertson, Mildred Piper, Edna
Mooney, Marguerite Merigold, Bess
Lane, Mary B. Jeneings, Eleanor
Hock, Pauline Hank. Eliza Hale, An-
nabel Grainger, Kathleen Garrow
Marjorie Fleets' Aimee Dreyfuee,
Julia DabneyIferearet earnagey,
Ellen Boswell, Mamie Baucr, Stella
Aaderson, Jessie Acker, Anne Austin
Mona Angle, Ina Darnell, Margaret
Endress, Miriam Piper. Haillie Tucker,
Virginia Wateen. David 'Slumplireys,
and Harry Moan.
Miss Eleanor Hock declines third
honor and will not gradUate with the
class of '08 of the High school.
Attractive Cairo Wedding.
Today's Cairo Bulletin says:
"Nature smiled a benediction on
the wedding of two well known Cairo
yoang people yesterday morning proprietor of a chain of '`fences" in
when Mr. Edward John Stuart and St Louis. Cape Girardeau. Little
Miss Abbe Itilaabeth WIlliams were
united in marriage, the ceremonies 
illock, Memphis, Vicksburg, New Or-
being of exceptional beauty and 
im-11 leans and other cities, where the
pressitteness. Nuptial hip Mass wall'Iegginell disposed tit the 
stamps
stolen from postoffices and of other
celebrated by the Rev. Father James loot obtained by burglarized stores
Downey, assisted by the Rev. Father land shops.
C. J. 'Lachman, of Prairte'au Ftocher. The location of a nitroglycerin
at St. Patrick'S church in the presence!Want. where that explosive. kno3in to
of a large congregation of friends of yeggmen as "soup." was made and
the happy couple at 9 o'slock In thein a sold to the criminals, together with
morning. The brlde was lovely several places where burglars' tools
princess gown of white embroidered iwere made especially for the "trade."
mull trimmed with bands of French With information of this character
filet and Valenciennes lace fashionedHer veil was in their possession, telegraphic ad
O 
-
over • lace Mall P- vices were sent out from St. Louis by
caught with lilies of the valley and I the positoffice inspectors which has
put the inspectors and secret service
store some coal in bags on deck and
also take Nei in her fire room. Regu-
lar coal supplies will be taken aboard
at the various stopping places when
needed.
Acc-ording to this itinerary the
fleet will leave San Francimeo July 7,
larrive at Honolulu July 1G, remain
seven days; arrive at Auckland Au-
gust e, remain six days; arrive at
Sydney August 20, remain seven
days; arrive at Melbourne August 29,
remain seven days; arrive at Albany,
Australia (for <•oala September 11,
remain six days; arrive at Philip-
p.nes October I. remain nise .days;
arrive at Yokohama October 17, re-
main seven days. t At Yokohama
the fleet will be divided, the first
squadron going to Mania and sched-
uled to reach there October 31. The
second squadron will go to Amoy,
reaching there October 29, and after
a stay of six days will go to Manila,
reaching there November 7.
Ishe carried a shower bouquet ofbride's roses. Following the ceremony
an informal reception was held at the
residence of Mr. and Mrs. Patrick
Scullin. Breakfast was served at 11
o'cJus:k, In .eight coiaesea:_ aryl
Mrs. Stuart left at 1:40 o'ciock for
New Orleans, Mobile and other points
in the south. The bride's traveling
frock was a brown and ecru striped
tailored costume. She wore a large
sailor of burnt straw color trimmed
with a profusion of red roses. •
"The bride is a daughtei of Cap-
tain and Mrs. M. Williams. of Padu-
cah. Mr. Stuart is a son of Mr.
Charles R. Stuart, one of Cairo's
prominent citizens, with whom he is
associated in the insuiance business,"
YEGG CONFESSES






It Will All Come Out In the
Cleaning
It it Is done properly, and it will he
done en if _you favor the Model
Steam Dye Works with )(ur pat-
TO1/1111" e'-am dyeing. scour-
it g cleaning establishment is ful-
l) Jlit4.„..0 tut every clastiof work
The cleaning of blankets, silks. vel-
vets and laces is our specialty,
while nu facilities fordteingrinth-
inn of all kinds I. unexcelled. Work
called fur and delivered. '
Model Steam Dye Worts
Ems 219-t 101 I Dirt St
twenty to forty men at different times
in the last eight or ten yearn. Some 4
of the information which he impart-
ed the &tails of, which is being care-
fully guarded by the inspectors, is
sabstantitely as follows:
The names, aliases, descriptions, oc-
cupations and abodes of about thirty
yeggmen who have been mixed up in
a long series of robberies in Missouri.
Arkansas, Illinois, Kentucky. Tennes-
see, Mississippi. Louisiana and other
states.
Tells of St. Louis Fence.
The location and Identity of the
lagents in half a dozen cities on thetrail of isolated members and accom-plices of the gang.
Numerous arrests and convictions
are expected to result. Several of the
yeggmen are now in the penitentiary.
but most of them are at jiberty.
Christopher is Aid to have astounded
Inspector Patterson with the accuracy
of his information as to the dates and
details. He had reference to .a memo-
randum book which to the ordinary
reader was a Meaningless &ass of
jumbled notes. The inspector used
every, circumstance be could bring, to
bear through his own knowledge of
the yeggmen gang, and Christopher's
story stood the test as to accuracy.
Peculiar Qualifications: "In choos-
ing his men," Mid the Sabbath-
school Superintendent. "Gideon did
not select those who laid aside their
arms and threw themselves down to
drink; he took those who watcheci
with one eye and drank with the
other."—The Herald and Presbyter.
"Experience." said the wise per-
son, "is the best teacher."
"Yes." answered Mrs. Torkins, sad-
ly, "but whep It owes to horse races
some people go on taking post-grad-
uate courses all their lives."—Wash-
ington Star.
Try the Ina for Job Wait
Keep Posted!
World's happenings, State, National and Foreign,
Markets, Sports, Etc. The following papers de-
livered each day. No extra charge for delivery.




















PRoVIDICD FOR EXtll'itSit/N TO
KDD1 V IL1.E PRISON.
"Home seekers" Personally Conduct-
fed By Sheriff Ogilvie and His
Deputise.
"Traveling in their own special
car" 25 prisoners convicted of felon-
let at the last term of•circult court
left for the Eddyville penitentiary at
neon today in charge of Sheriff Ogil-
vie and IL deputies. The Ilst of pris-
oners Nativists:I is the largest for sev-
eral years and the crimes with which
thee are charged include everytheng
from larceny to murder. The special
car was provided through the courtesy
of Illinois Central railroad officials.
The prisoners and the crimes for
which they were convicted are: Mon-
roe Bacon and Alex Wade, both color-
ed. life sentences for murder; Jim
Jones, colored, false swearing, three
years; Rudy Ingram, colored, grand
larceny, five years; Herbert Jones,
colored, false swearing, one year; Mat
Grace, colored, housebreaking, three
y ears ; Will Mcalu rrwy, colored
housebreaking, two years; Lunts Hill,
colored, grand larceny, five years;
Wtti -Moms wtrfte.:---isonestrrnaktme.
four years; Robert Wratt, colored,
housebreaking. one year: Gene Mack,
colored, housebreaking, two, years:
Jim Dunlap, colored, housebreaking
five years, and obtaining money under
false pretenses, tw• years, total sev-
en years; Rush Simmons, colored, ob-
taining money, etc., one year; Henry
Gholoon, colored, housebreaking, two
years; Herman Clemeets, obtaining
money under false pretenses, 15
months; Mose Vaughan. colored, as-
satet with ptent to rob, one year,
James Tucker, colored, assault, IS
months; C. Reynolds, colored, child
desertloe, 18' months; R. D. Bennett.
colored, displacing railroad switch.
two years; Sheltie' Hughes, colored.
housebreaking, Three years; Jodie
Da via, colored, malicious shoot' n
one year; WOod Jones, white. robbery.
10 years; Jesse Edwards, white, rob-
bcry. 110 years; Boyd Manley, colored.
gland larceny, three years; Marks
Carroll, white. -malicious cutttag,
four years.
In charge of the prisoners were
Sherif Ogilvie and the following dep-
ut.es and special offieers: Gus Rogers
and Clarence Ogilvie. Ed Ham. S. B.
Pryor, George Broadfoot, F. M. Mat-
lock, I. C. Policeman'Patillo Kirk.
Others from the country are Ben
Hoveeantp, Fifth district; James
Brockman. Sixth district; Frank Fur-
dom. Seventh district; Harry Mans-
field, Eighth district; W. T. Smith.
Sixth district; Lee Holt, Eighth dis-
trict; Herbert Foetec. Seventh,dIstriet,
and John Doyle, Eighth district.
An qydsr closing the car depart-
wont tit') days at the Illinois Oentrai
shops was received and posted yester-
day afternoon and only a few men
engaged in repairing emergency
breaks were at work this morning
Acoording to the bulletin posted work
will be resumed Jo the depurtmentat
the usual hour Friday. May 1 Work
continues good in the locomotive de-
partment and no order closing that
department was received.
"Daddy" Grimes. who has been
traveling engineer of the Paducah-
Fulton district, has been placed in
charge of the entire Tennessee divis-
ion, and former Traveling Engineer
Fenner, in charge of thst district, will
be "Daddy'," first assistant.
Since the consolidation of the
crew, of the north and south-yards
has been made all trains are now be-
ing made up in the south yards and
the tracks of4‘he north yards. used as
repair track", are already well filled
with bad order cars and engines
lidging from outward appeorance.,
'the small force that is 
now employed
at the stiops is kept employed getting
out running repairs and doing the
work that is absolutely neceseery.
Brains Taken From Feudist.
London, Ky, April 29.—Elsy Lang-
ford, the fetoiet wounded last Satur-
day at Mt. Vernon, Ky., was for some
time after the 'emoting thought to be
dead. Finally he showed sufficient
signs of life to encourage an opera-
tion
Dr. FL V. Pennington. of London.
an •Minent surgeon, happened to be In
Mt. Vernon at the time of the shoot-
ing, and with the assistance of local
Pheiciane, he performed one of the
rai4st sad most delicate operations 01
the kind known to the pretension.
A ballet, together with eleven
pieces of bone and tour ounces of
cradled brains, were remorad. The
patient sarekved, and after a time re-
gained coegiciousness. It is mow said
that he hes some chances Of recovery
Sheeted Wrapped in Flame.
Georgetown, Kty., April 29.—Spon-
taneous combustion in the cotton
shroud Of a trorPee burned Jo. 'Mono)
son's homer here Sunday night, and
the corps, was reduced to ashes.
It was the body of Dove Johnson,
of New Jersey, who was ktiled in an
exploelonof the Indiana Refinery on
EatUrder.
The body had been wrapped In bet-
ties and plated is Me hones prepare-t,or tort is shipplai it to New Jersey. The
iIsd on 'and wrinttlittOsW vitriNF f fit& 
!Mlle alieliehe, tag MOM le"
cult
Ali7. Fairy Lillian.
Quite matronly, as beoonbett her
years, yet beautiful as ever on the
stage. Airy, Fairy -Lillian Russell,
%hove name recalls long forgotten
locka and youthful romance to many
a bald pate, appeared at the Kentucky
last night with a good comealla, in
an entertatning comedy, "Wildfire,"
Miss Russell draws the erowd for the
show and Herbert Corthell, as Matt
Demovan. horse trainer. Ind Will
Xtchle, a midget. as Bud a stable boy,
entertain the crowds. %%lien the com-
pany appeared in answer to curtain
cans, the sharp crescendo in the ap-
plause that marked the entranct, ofl
the two slang artists, told who the
audience liked most.
The story of the play is as ingenious
as George Broadhurst and George V.
Hobart could be expected to make it
Mee. Hassell as Mn'. Barrington, was
left a racing stable by her husband.
She raced It under an Rammed nanie
and Matt Donovan managed it.
Her living. was .staked on a race
ia which Wildfire was entered. Her
sister was engaged to the son of a
man; who was opposed to horse rata
Mg, and the &MI was in bad at the
race track.
SilTrYn—gtoti was loved by a
bortounan and an automobilist. All
those complications were unraveled in
three acts.
The second act, showing the racing
stable, at the turn of the stretth, when
Duffy, a most excellent race track
%Viten as portrayed by Hugo Toland.
was circumvented tti his effort to
throw the race, by Mts. Herrington.
was thrilling at its climax, and afford-
ed abundant comedy by the two re-
liables, Cortbell and Areeits
There was no attempt at sublety of
character delineation either on tha
part of the playwrights or the actors.
Caricature and broad humor of lines
and situations Prevented brain fag.
The company includes such excellent
people as Howard Gould. John D
O'Hara, Norman Tharp, Morgan Wal-
!rev, Gilbert Douglass, Harry G. Staf-
ford, Frank Andrews, Genevieve
Cliff. Susanne Leonard-Westford and
Annie Buckley.
The Keutucka was packed with en
&Impost capacity audience. which
showeid its delight with f requent
bursts of al-1 31a411... and ripple. • of
leughler• •
Manley Nominated.
Henderson, Ky.. April 29 Th.
Democratic eoninsittee of the tecond
tongressionel diatect met here and
dtv-lared A. 0, Stanley the nominee of
that party for congress. This nomina-
tion * for his.foertb term anti is the





Will be helpless to produce a successful costume
unless the figure is correctly eorseted.
To Attain the Pinnacle
of figure perfection through the medium of the
corset, great care should be exercised in the se-
lettion of the proper model for each individual.
For the Coming Season
Elegance of outline will be more than ever de-
sirable and the fashionable modiste will require
the proper corsets to give the correct ougine and
requisite smoothness.
Guthrie's Bon Ton Corsets
Are manufactured in so wide a variety of different models as to assure
a perfect corset, no matter how difficult or ungraceful the figure.
Prices: $3.00 to $8.00
The Style-Spirit of Paris
Emanates from every tine of the figure where these (somata are woru,





and painstaking needlework add not a little to the tune of these Justly
popular corsets'.
Bon Ton Corsets
are the most attractive, and in the matter of models and cleeigas, they are
advance of the season.
etrefiErsee=cegleflezesnestee-...Aossumiglififfiateaszent
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Yor Yhursdaq, Yridaq and Jaturdaq
rOR these three days we offer some very tempting values, appealing
to the economical buyer. These represent just what is needed at
this season and should be taken advantage of, as they arc exceptional not
only in low price but in quality and styles to choose. Besides these you
will find many other tempting displays. : : : : : : • •. .
Twenty-five pieces White French Madras, a most at-
tractive cloth for summer waista, suits, etc.,
36e and 40c value 29c
Fifty pieces of Lanark Cotton Suiting. in stripes,
cheek and plain effect., for skirts, suits, tic., a ostith
ordinarily retailed at 40e to 35c, we
tfir at 25c
On. lot of Corsets, broken sizes, pome fifty or more,
slightly soiled from handling, but not damaged in
the least as for value, regular $1, 01 50, 11A1 off
$2, 02.W all at —__
500 Ladies' Umbrellas, Paragon tram, steel rod, of
good quality, gloria cloth cover, 111.00, bought as
job and should sell at $1.50,
special .—
•
One ease Ladies' White Gauze Summer Vests, a' 25e regular lfie value, we will sell fur these days
at for 25c
Ladle.' hose, black or tan, in mercerized silk gauze
lisle, plain or law boot effect— ere are selling twenty..
_.... . ........ 25cfive dozen each color of ilia hose at,per pair.. 
Ladies' Black Hose, white sole, a valise and style
very bard to find this season; this hose is of
tional quality and worth 26e; we offer as long
as they last, at—
•
Fifteen pieces French Cambric Shirting, beautiful
finish cloth aad pion/ patterns; this cloth is regular
20e retailer, offered special
at MM... •
Twenty-five pieces best quality Percale, in white





50 pions Drees Gingham, good patterns and 71• iie
regular 10e quality, spatial, I 20
gudy's
a
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